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UPS AND DOWNS:
The Falcon hockey team
had its share of good and
bad moments during the
2003 season; PAGE 7

DM Bios

An inside look at some of
the organizers for this
year's Dance Marathon
David Humphrey
Humphrey is a criminal Justice
major from Elyria. Ohio and this is
his fourth year with Dance
Marathon.
Humphrey
was a dancer
for

the

Kappa Alpha
fraternity his

freshman
year,
a
moralcr for
the green team in 2001, a morale
chairman in 2002 and is director
of the event this year.
Michael Hevel
I level is the graduate advisor for
Dance Marathon. Hevel's favorite
memory of
Dance
Marathon
has
been
working
with dedicated and
amazing
student
leaders over the past two years.

Pete Latferry
I -afierty is a staff advisor for Dance
Marathon, and believes that this is
a
worthy
event.
Lafferty
wishes
everyone the
best,
and
that the success of this
event
is
measured by the children your
efforts impact.
Nicole Craven
Craven is also a graduate advisor
for this year's Dance Marathon.
She is a college student
personnel
from
the
town
of
Upper
Arlington,
Ohio who
loves getting
to know all the steering committec members.
Jennell Bigrigg
Bigrigg started with Dance
Marathon her freshman year as a
moraler and
was a IX'.R
for both her
sophomore
and junior
years.

Bigrigg got
involved
with Dance
Marathon is because she wanted
to make a difference in college.
Allison Post
Post is the public relations director for this year's Dance Marathon
committee. She is a member of
the Pi Beta
Phi sorority,
and involved
in several
other organizations.
Her favorite
Dance
Marathon
memory consists of helping
pump up a fellow committee
member oraidingan achy dancer.
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Pacifist consoles families
By Dehra Beal
REPOSKR

With the war looming over
America, being deployed for military duty is a scary thought.
Graduate student, Janet Rice
McCoy, would agree as a pacifist
at heart, and yet she has more
understanding on deployment
issues than the average citizen.
McCoy has both personal and
professional experience of loved
ones being deployed for military
duty in times of conflict.
During Operation Desert
Storm, McCoy's husband Bruce
was a submarine tender in the
U.S. Navy. He was unaware of his

exact location in the war, except
for the knowledge that he was
stationed at the warfront.
Today, McCoy has a stepson
and nephew stationed at
unknown locations somewhere
in the Middle last. Additionally,
she has a stepdaughter stationed
at Tinker Air Force Base,
Oklahoma City, on standby for
deployment to who knows
where.
"There's this information vacuum where |families| are living
without knowing. That's so
much of the stress that goes on
within military families," McCoy
said. "They are operating in an

information void."
from the personal side of the
coin, McCoy struggles over the
unknowing aspect of the situation, but her previous work experience gives her reassurance that
the secrecy is for the family's own
protection.
After Desert Storm, McCoy
worked as a program coordinator on the "Return and Reunion"
team at the Naval Family Service
Center in Ingleside, Texas. From
1994 to 1997, McCoy worked
with numerous other team
counselors to help train sailors
and their families on emotional
and practical issues associated

with deployment.
The team began working with
sailors and their families six
weeks prior to deployment. They
made sure the sailors had prepared their wills, and gave various workshops to sailors on
quality of life issues, such as handling family problems and managing personal finances associated with separation for an
extended mission.
The team also helped sailors
in dealing with psychological
and emotional issues about separation and working on dangerous assignments. As part of their
program, they developed a pup-

pet show for children to help
them talk about their concerns
about dad leaving for a dangerous mission.
As minesweepers for the U.S.
Navy, their fathers patrolled the
Suez
Canal,
and
the
Mediterranean and Red Seas to
diffuse mines, so that the larger
ships could go through. McCoy
said.
"It was right after Desert Storm
when our guys were being
shipped out," she said. "They
were either going out on
Mediterranean cruises or they
MCCOY, PAGE 2

DISARMAMENT BEGINS
Bush authorizes raid Students respond
to military action

By David Espo
1H[

«SS0CI«IED PRESS

The United States launched
the opening salvo last night of a
war to topple Saddam Hussein,
firing cruise missiles and precision-guided bombs against targets in Baghdad.
"This will not be a campaign
of half measures and we will
accept no outcome but victory,"
President Bush said in an Oval
Office address shorUy after
explosions ricocheted through
the pre-dawn light of the Iraqi
capital.
Defiant to the end, Saddam's
state-run television broadcast
this message to the Americans
after the bombs struck: "It's an
infemo that awaits them. Let
them try their faltering luck and
they shall meet what awaits
them."
Anti-aircraft tracer fire made
arcs across the Baghdad sky as
the American munitions bore
in on their targets. A ball of fire
shot skyward after one explosion.
Bush described the targets as
being of "military importance."
A U.S. military official, speaking on condition of anonymity,
said about three dozen cruise
missiles were fired from a small
number of ships — perhaps as
few as two—in the Red Sea and

By Dmitry Bulgakov
REPORTER

DPFM

the Persian Gulf. The official
said they were fired at "leadership targets," but he was not
certain whether Saddam was a
target.
Another official said the
strikes were not part of the
opening of the main air campaign but rather an attempt to
take advantage of "time-sensitive" targets, meaning fresh
intelligence on the whereabouts of Iraqi leaders.
Even so, it was clear from
Bush's words that the war to
topple the Iraqi dictator and
eliminate his weapons of mass
destruction had begun.

An American-led invasion
force of 300,000 troops awaited
the broader order to strike. U.S.
and British forces massed in the
Kuwaiti desert close to the Iraqi
border, giant B-52 warplanes
were loaded with bombs and
Tomahawk missile-carrying
ships were in position, all awaiting an attack order from Bush.
Bush had given Saddam.48
hours to leave the country or
face war.
The ultimatum expired at 8
run. EST — 4 a.m. Thursday in
Baghdad, its population
WAR, PAGE 2

Following public debate on the
U.S.-led war on Iraq, student
opinions range from support to
the total opposition to such
American actions.
"This has been an ongoing
thing with Saddam Hussein and
Iraq since the Persian Gulf War
ended in 1991," Kurt Blackburn,
psychology major, said. "I'm
divided. I know there is a multitude of reasons given to go to war
and not to go to war. But I have to
say that I support it more than I
am against it. He (Saddam
Hussein) is unbalanced, a little bit
crazy, whether he is bad or good.
He will be willing to use (weapons
of mass destruction! against us or
to fund terrorist groups with
chemical or biological weapons,
and they are certainly willing to
use them against us."
Blackburn is cautious about
the coverage of the conflict.
"All we have to go by is what the
media tells us, what the government will teU us. It could be a lie,"
he said. "And I'm fully going to
conceive that it very well could
be, and if it is a lie than I'm wrong

in my foundation, that we have to
go to war."
For some, war may not be the
best choice, but is justifiable.
"I don't support war, but 1 support Bush, and he has given
Saddam many times to comply
with restrictions on weapons and
stuff, and he hasn't complied,"
Heather Schuster, economics
major, said. "I know that it will
cause bloodshed, but I think the
end will be worth it. I don't like
war, but we have to defend our
country than we have to go
lagainst Saddam] again."
For others, Iraq's bad track
record, is no reason to strike first.
"I personally believe that under
the United Nations charter it is
not justified for the United States
to go to war," Unda Silverman,
French major, said. "I realize that
Iraq is at violation of several resolutions, but many other countries
historically have been at violations of the resolutions and
haven't gotten bombed. Further,
under United Nations charter,
articles six and seven we are
obliged to try to resolve things
REACTION, PAGE 2

Alicia Poluga
This is Poluga's third year involved
with Dance Marathon. She has
becnaDGR
for the Alpha
Lambda
Delta sorority
her
sophomore
year, a member of the
finance
committee her junior year and
finance chair this year.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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BG NEWS
BRIEFING
University student
abducted
A former University sludem
pleaded not guilty to charges
of abduction and assault yesterday after allegedly pulling a
female student into his car
Monday, according to Sgt.
Dick Gullufsen, campus
police officer.
loseph A. Diehl, 25, was
arrested by campus police
Monday evening after the
department received two
complaints, apparently on the
same incident, Gullufsen said.
The first caller at about 2 p.m.
reported a male harassing a
female in the Moore Musical
Arts Center, but police found
nothing at the site.
The second caller, the
alleged victim, reported the
incident at 6 p.m.
Diehl was arraigned
Tuesday. A temporary protection order was issued against
him. according to yesterday's
Toledo Blade. He will return to
court March 24.
The case is still under investigation.

McCoy counsels soldiers, sailors
MCCOY. FROM PAGE 1

how to communicate more effectively with their spouses, children
and other loved ones upon their
return," McCoy said.
The counselors identified
potential sources of conflict that
might arise in families from a
long separation, and then they
addressed those issues.
As one example, some sailors
may have been head of the
household before their mission,
but the spouse that remained at
home had to take complete
charge of parenting and managing finances in their absence, so
power issues might arise upon
their return.
"On a lighter note, in the
sailor's absence, the spouse had
probably taken over all the empty
drawer and closet space," McCoy
said. The counselors predicted
that a question might come up
on where the sailor would put his
clothes.
Despite this experience on
deployment activities, McCoy is
still faced with the unknowing
aspect of the issue concerning
her own family.
"I can counsel my sister labout

were accompanying fleets out of
Norfolk to go over and patrol the
area in the Middle East."
While the men were deployed
to remote locations, the "Return
and Reunion" team continued to
work with spouse support
groups. As part of her duties,
McCoy wrote a quarterly
newsletter informing spouses of
scheduled life skills workshops,
and then she served as an
instructor for some of the seminars. She also acted as a liaison
between command and community leaders to keep communication lines as open as possible.
The "Return and Reunionteam also sent counselors out to
greet the ships before they
returned to the base to help
make the sailors return home as
smooth as possible. Since some
of the Naval ships were sent to
lapan during that time period,
McCoy was sent to Sasebo. lapan,
to counsel sailors for 10 days
before they made the last leg of
their journey home.
"We literally taught the sailors

my nephew] only to a certain
degree," McCoy said. He is a private in the Marines, who enlisted
upon graduation from high
school in 2002.
"All we know is that he's in the
desert of Kuwait." she said. My
sister can call an 800 number to
get a prerecorded message that
her son is getting a shower every
other day, and at least one hot
meal a day," McCoy added.
The message is of little comfort
when letters home from Kuwait
convey a different story. A sand
storm in the desert has cut off
their showers, and each Marine is
only given one bottle of water to
clean off the dirt.
Likewise, hot meals are a rare
luxury, as they are only given
meal packets that are "ready-toeat." The discrepancy in reports
creates an air of mistrust
between families and military
commanders.
As for McCoy's stepson, "We
know he's over in the trouble
area," she said. He is stationed at
Eglin Air Force Base in I't. Walton
Beach, Fla., and he repairs cargo
planes, but we are not sure exact-

Condition of Saddam unknown
WAR, FROM PAGE 1

shrunken in recent days by an
exodus of thousands of fearful
residents.
Not long after, White House
chief of staff Andrew Card
informed the president that
intelligence officials had no
information that Saddam had
left Iraq, and Saddam's regime
gave every appearance of digging
in.
In the minutes after the deadline, Iraqi TV showed footage of a
pro-Saddam march Tuesday in
Baghdad, with members of the
crowd chanting pro-Saddam slogans, some brandishing rifles
and carrying pictures of Saddam.
"We are dedicated to martyrdom in defense of Iraq under
your leadership." a loyal Iraqi

CAPITAL

parliament assured the Iraqi dictator, and armed members of the
ruling Baath party deployed
behind hundreds of sandbagged
defensive positions in Baghdad.
Even so. 17 Iraqi soldiers surrendered to American GIs during
the day, eager to give up before
the shooting started.
Bush
met
periodically
throughout the day with his top
aides at the White House and
sent formal notice to Congress
that reliance on "further diplomatic and other peaceful means
alone" would not suffice to
counter "the continuing threat
posed by Iraq."
Fleischer, said the nation
"ought to be prepared for the
loss" of American lives once the
military effort begins to depose
Saddam and recover weapons of

UNIVERSITY

mass destruction.
Aides said the commander in
chief would decide on timing
based on the advice of his military commanders.
More than 25 protesters were
arrested outside the White
House, part of a larger group of
demonstrators that chanted,
banged drums and carried signs
that read, "Stop the War on Iraq."
It seemed unlikely in the
extreme.
Along with the U.S.-led force
approaching 300,000 troops
massed in the Persian Gulf region
were 1,000 combat aircraft and
five aircraft carrier battle groups.
The United States claims the
public and private support of 45
other nations in a coalition to
topple Saddam. But only Britain,
with about 40,000 troops, was

LAW
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SUMMER IMMERSION
PARALEGAL PROGRAM
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Three-month
full-time certificate
program for four-year
college graduates.

making a sizable contribution to
the military force.
In a run-up to war, U.S. aircraft
also dropped nearly 2 million
leaflets over southern Iraq with a
variety of messages, including,
for the first time, instructions to
Iraqi troops on how to capitulate
to avoid being killed.
Hundreds of miles away, at an
air base in England, crews loaded
bombs aboard giant B-52 combat aircraft
Apart from the desire to capture weapons of mass destruction, Bush's submission to
Congress said a military attack
could lead to the discovery of
information that would allow the
apprehension of terrorists living
in the United States. An attack, it
said, "is a vital part of the international war on terrorism."

ly where he has been deployed,
McCoy said.
"He was over there for six
months and then was home over
Thanksgiving and Christmas
break, and now he's gone back. I
know he went shopping in the
bazaars in Turkey, because that's
where he got our Christmas
gifts," McCoy said.
While the information void is
stressful for family members,
they find comfort in knowing the
American Red Cross can contact
military members in cases of real
emergencies, such as a death in
the family or a medical or financial crisis, McCoy said.
"One of the things I struggle
with is that I knew from the time
I was a teenager when the
Vietnam War was going on was
that I was a pacifist. I hung a
poster on my bedroom door that
had an army helmet turned
upside down with daisies in it,"
McCoy said.
McCoy was raised in a nonmilitary family, but having
worked on a military base and
being married to a man with a
career in the military, she has

Student express wide
range of opinions
REACTION, FROM PAGE 1

peacefully and we are only
allowed to go to into combat if
and only if there is a direct provoking attack."
"I am in favor of the war with
Iraq and support our troops and
the President to the fullest
extent," Shawn Ondrejko, economics and international business major, said. "I believe this
situation is unfortunate, however, it is necessary. Iraq has accumulated and manufactured
weapons of mass destruction for
decades.
"I wish this conflict could be
averted; however, it appears it
will take place," he added. "I

■
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Endorsed by
the Columbus
Bar Association
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'cdnation
FAIR
Tuesday, March 25
10a.m.-7p.m.
Wednesday, March 26
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Multi-Purpose Room,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 2nd floor
> Purchase your cap and gown at the
graduation fair

Information also
available on our
part-time Paralegal
and Legal Nurse
Consultant Programs.

> Order personalized graduation announcements
and have them printed on site
> Order class rings

■

ESTABLISHED ,90j

Convenient,
one stop for all your
graduation needs

CAPITAL

> Purchase alumni apparel and imprinted gifts
Other organizations and services
represented at the Grad Fair

SCHOOL

Celebrating 100 Years of Leadership
Premier Provider of Paralegal Education For Over a Quarter of a Century

W.J.lW . .

Purchase diploma frames
> Order your Key yearbook
> Purchase graduation keepsakes and frames

And much more...
Drawing for raffle prizes
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think every American should be
thankful for the brave men and
women on the battlefield who
are protecting this nation. I hope
the conflict will be short. I hope
there will be minimal lose of life,
on both sides."
Bo Butler, creative writing
major, is against the war.
"I think it's very, very bad idea,"
he said. "I feel that after Sept. 11
we needed a bad guy, so before
the end of the day we had Osama
Bin Laden. We couldn't find him,
we have spent a year looking for
him, and we couldn't find that
guy, so we need a new bad guy, so
we just picked on Saddam,
because he is an old bad guy. It
(the war) is totally unjustified.

UNIVERSITY

For Additional
Information:
Paralegal Program Office
303 E. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Phone: 614-236-6885
E-mail:
mming@law.capital.edu
[ Approved by
■ the American
2 Bar Association

experienced different sides of the
issue.
"My husband doesn't understand when people go out and do
peace protests," McCoy said. "But
I see the other hand with the people that are just gung-ho, right of
Attila the Hun, that are really into
using American force blatantly
V\e need people out doing the
peace protests to remind them
that war isnt our only option."
"In many ways, I feel likcaconduit between these two separate
communities that don't know
how to communicate with each
other," McCoy said.
She now believes that both
pacifists and the military are
needed.
"Without protesters, war could
be a continuous way of life, and
people don't really want to know
what's been done in the name of
the United States government to
give them their freedoms,"
McCoy said. "But it's the protesters that make us feel accountability for war, and there is a need
to look for other options."
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TWO BG BUSINESSES TO COLLECT CELL PHONES
AA Green Realty (105 N. Main St.) and Century
Marketing (12836 S. Dixie Highway) are collecting
unwanted cell phones to benefit clients at the First Step
Family Violence Center. Any donated phones will be used
by clients solely to call 911 if in danger. Phones can be
dropped off at either business location.
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1 lie calendar ■>! events is taken Imm
hltp-J/eventsJ)gsiLedu

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Benefit for Gabiel Marquez
nformafion will be given and
donations will be accepted.
Union Lobby

I
I

duffel bags and lollipops for Dance
Marathon.
Union Lobby

9 30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
lehovah's Witnesses Information
Table
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m
Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibition
A iuried selection of art in all
media by freshman, sophomore
and junior students in the BGSU
School of Art.
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Willard
Wankelman Galleries

11 a.m. -6 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Pi Beta Phi will be selling Dance
Marathon shorts and capris. and
will have a raffle for a reserved
parking spot.
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Newman Club Information
Union Lobby
12:30-4 p.m
Spring Fest Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Dry Dock.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. -4pm.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Rec. Sports will be selling picture
frames
Union Lobby

1-5 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Sale
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling
Dance Marathon windpants
Math-Science Bldg.

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
nternational Dinner Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the World Student
Association.
Union Lobby

2 - 5 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Jabberwock Ticket Sales
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 4 p.m
Last DM Overall
Dance Marathon will have an info.
fable and will be selling memory
videos.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Mpha Omicron Pi will be selling

2 - 5 p.m.
Phi Kappa Tau Scrubs Sale
Fundraiser for Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby
6 p.m.
Conversations With God
Discussion Group
The discussion over topics from the
"With God" series by Neale Donald
Walsch will be held outdoors near

^H
^^^^^^

fhe center if weather permits.
Signs will be posted at the center
if meeting place moves.
UCF - Comer ot Thurstin and
Ridge across trom MacDonald Hall
and Sorority Row.
7 - 8:30 p.m
Art and Ecology: Community
Building Through the Arts
Lecture sponsored by the School of
Art.
Union Theater
7 p.m.
History Society Movie Night
Olscamp Hall 223
7:30 - 9 p.m.
Affirmative Action Debate
Debate sponsored by the
Philosophy Department
Union 308
7:30 p.m.
Int'l. Film Series showing of
"Soliaris"
Cosmonaut sent to a space station
orbiting the mysterious planet
Soliaris finds that the planet can
materialize people from the past.
Based on Stanislaw Lem's novel.
Classic. 1972 Russian film.
Gish Film Theater
7:30 p.m.
Music from Bowling Green at the
Manor House: Saxophone
Quartets
Free and open to the public.
Wildwood Metropolitan Park. Toledo

8 p.m.
Early Music Ensemble
Directed by Or. Mary Natvig. Also
featuring the A Capella Choir
directed by Dr. William Shoog. Free
and open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall
8 p.m.
Euchre t Spades Card
Tournament
The Bowen-Thompson Student
Union is looking for pairs to be a
part of the Euchre and Spades
Tournament. There is a $5 entry
fee. Sign-up begins March 3 at the
Information Center in the Union.
For additional information, please
contact the Information Center at
419.372.2741.
Union Black Swamp Pub

8 p.m.
BGSU Department of Theatre presents "Vinegar Tom" by Caryl
Churchill
A celebration of Women's History
Month. The BGSU Department of
Theatre presents Caryl Churchill's
production of Vinegar Tom. Two
17th century rural England farmwomen on the margins of society
are branded as witches This powerful work shows you the trying
struggles of women to be independent, unmarried, the right to live
their own lives, and to have self
respect. All tickets $5. Call (419)
372-2719 for advance reservations.
Joe E Brown Theatre
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We are currently seeking Graphic Design
& VCT majors interested in positions involving the ad design, digital set-up and file
transfer of the daily campus newspaper.
Computer Production Positions

• Late-Night Positions 10pm - 2am: Sun thru Thurs
• Ce-op Position Sam - 5pm. Mori thru Fri
• Part-time Positions (wheduled around classes)

►ualtfications
• MUST BE PROFICIENT IN
• Nerd good attitude in
QuarkXPress. Photoshop,
handling deadlines and
and Illustrator for Mat
pressure-oriented situate
PDF knowledge/background
a plus.
• ,.._
and t
> Understanding of' design,
tarefuny
type styles & usage; import-
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MARCH MADNESS,
$30000 off deposit thru 3/31/03

FREE ROAD RUNNER thru 3/31/03
3 Bedroom Deluxe Apts.
Columbia Court Apartments
• 3 bedroom/2 bath, furnished - limit 4 people
• Close to campus!
• Starting at $850°°/mo. + utilities
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Do you haw an opinion about which movm and
actors should win the coveted statue* Tell The Pulse
and have the opportunity lo lOfreernoviereritals
from Video Spectrum fill out (he ?003 Oscar ballot
and entry form and mail or drop off the ballot to 210
Vtest Hall, attention to fcmherty Dupps. The Pulse
Editor Ballot results will be pnnted in the March 28
issue of The Pulse. All enines must be received by
March 21 The mnner must be a Unrversrty studenf
and will be chosen based on hisAer predictions. In
the event ot a tie. a winner will be chosen randomly
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112 E. Washington St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

3&&3SSB||i^BBBfl4i^y Two bedrooms
l"i|
for one
year

__ffl

^r Clean ^i
Undergrade

Comf Ofta b le

704 Fifth Street

r Affordable^

These apartments are furnished - they also haw air
And better yet your landlord is honest and fair
Clean and weti groomed you 11 have plenty ot room
Parking and laundry takes care of the quandary
When you're too hred to hop rust use the shuttle stop

If interested. Call 372-2494
between the hours of 3 pm 8k 12 Midnight.
If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP.
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A MOVIE BUFF'S PARADISE!
/I 1 Q QCO 4171
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Two For One Deal

NOW HIRING FOR FALL 2003 SEMESTER
BG MEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
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8 p.m.
Relationships 101: Getting what
you want from relationships
Join us to explore ways to make
your relationship more satisfying
and healthy. Please call the
Counseling Center (372-2081) by
Thursday at 5:00pm as space is
limited.
Counseling Center. 320 Saddlemire
Student Services Building
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OSCAR

Call 352-3445
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Seniors, Grids, Couples

710 Seventh Street
You're quiet and free a graduate maybe
No furniture to share but closets to spans
All kitchens are new • a shuttle stop too
Laundry on site and the parking has lights
They come with AC - the heat wil be tree
1 ihink you 11 agree that these you must see

SUMMER JOBS!
Female and male counselors needed for a top summer camp in
beautiful Maine. Top Salary, room, board, laundry, clothing and
travel provided. Must love working with young people and have
skills in one of our activity areas.

CAMP VEGA
Come see us at www.campvega.com

APPLY ON OUR WEBSITE!
Heinz Apartments - 451 & 424 Frazee
- 808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/2 bath, A/C, fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher & garbage disposal - limit 5 people
• Starting at $900°° mo. + utilities
Mercer
•
•
•

Manor Apartments
3 bedroom/2 full bath - limit 6 people
A/C, fireplace, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
Starting at $850°°/mo. + utilities

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Saturday 9 am ■ 1 pm

Greenbriar, Inc.
445 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-0717
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Fill out the on-line application
e-mail us at camp_vega@yahoo.com
We will be on your campus on:

MARCH

25th

In the Union Building
Room 307
For more information and interviews from lUAM'jPM
No appointment necessary.

Come see us ana find out more about Vega!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

...
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QUOTEIMiniTK
"One could say that Osama bin Laden and
these non-nation-state fighters with religious purpose are very similar to those kind
of atypical revolutionaries that helped to
cast off the British crown."

OPINION

Ohio Rep. MARCY KAPTUR,comraruK bin Laden lo the Founding Fathers.
She has since apologizea for trie remark, (ntwwtduom)

You have the right to speak your mind
Whether you agree
with the war on Iraq
or not. one thing is
for sure — we are living in a
much better country' than the
people of Iraq.
We live in a land where we
value freedom of speech.
Everyone is allowed to voice their
opinion. People may not agree
with your opinion, but you can
still say it without being persecuted.

irprii
A I A

Many have protested the war.
Protesting is a privilege that not
all countries have. You may be
against the war but at least you
live in a place where you can say
how you feel.
We live in a nation where we
can even criticize the president.
People speak about their opinion
of President Bush all the time.
Some have called him stupid,
evil, wrong and a bad leader...
among other things. Be thankful
that you can say these things

without being persecuted. Iraqis
don't have that luxury.
Those of you against the Bush
Administration have the opportunity to vote on a different president in 2004. Iraq doesn't do
that. In their so-called presidential election, Saddam won 100
percent of the votes. He planned
on ruling for life.
Women in this country can
wear whatever they want, they
can vote and they can get an
education. Not all women are so

lucky. In some countries, women
are killed if they have adulterous
affairs or bear children outside of
wedlock.
We don't even think about all
the rights the Constitution has
granted us. We have the right to
practice any religion we want.
Christians in the Middle Fast arc
being executed as we speak.
We have the right to a trial if
we are accused of a crime. We
have the right to pursue any
career we want and have the

opportunity to succeed, regardless of our social class
Let us not forget how good the
quality of life is in this country.
Our country is not perfect and it
has made mistakes, but we're still
better off than a lot of people.
People all over the world
immigrate to this country so they
can enjoy the freedoms that
many of us take for granted.
You have the right to criticize
all you want, but the United
States has given its citizens a

good life. Iraq starves and executes its people.
Hopefully, after this ordeai,
Iraq can finally be rid of its
regime and the people can have
a better government.
Regardless of what happens,
people are free to disagree with
this attack — we are a democracy, lust remember when you an?
protesting and voicing your
opinion, you are in country that
gives you the right to do that.
Don't take it for granted.

m TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE The murder of cm
ON THE STREET

Stand behind
your country
"We shall not tire, we shall not
falter, we shall not fail," President
Bush said just after 9/11.1 can
remember a time when those
words meant something to every
American. Now it seems those
words have lost meaning. It is
horrible when Americans go
from supporting our leader in
protecting our country to
protesting a strong national
security plan. After 9/11, people
were united in fighting terror
around the world, but now all I
seem to hear is people saying
"United States, mind your own
business.'' We did that up to 9/11
and look at what happened. We
have been "minding our own
business" with weak national
security and the result was the
blood of 2,998 innocent people.
We did not start this war;
Saddam did when he invaded
Kuwait. This war is simply a continuation of the last. Our
American brothers fought and
died in 1991 to free Kuwait. They
died to create those resolutions
against Saddam. So I ask you,
should we let them die in vain? If
there is a war, a cease-fire, then a
break of that cease-fire, doesn't
that mean the war is to be continued?
The facts speak for themselves.
Saddam has violated our ceasefire agreement; Saddam has continued to defy these agreements
for the past 12 years.
There was a time for diplomacy, and that time has passed. It is
now time for action. It is time for
the United States and Britain to
stand up for the U.N. resolution
that members will not defend.
Saddam has passed up the last
chance for peace and the war
will start soon. The only thing we
as Americans can do is pray for
the lives of our troops They are
our family, friends, co-workers

and our neighbors, and they are
fighting to protect you, and your
freedom.
DAVID A. SCHARFELD
STUDENT

Get facts right
about France
I'm a French student in business and I'm writing this article
because I'm really fed up with
the media propaganda for the
war and against France. I was
annoyed with this sentence from
yesterday's staff editorial: "France
exports more $500 million worth
of material to Iraq. That is almost
one-fourth of France's exports"
This is totally wrong. Main
exports come from North
America.
I'm astonished by the media
Their job is to provide information and to weigh the pros and
cons Instead, most of them
make propaganda. Pro-war people and the media mix everything to support their ideas and
raise opinion against France.
These are some examples, the list
is not exhaustive.
Fust, they say France is
ungrateful because the United
States saved us during WWII.
These situations are clearly not
comparable. France helped the
United States reach independence in 1776 (with Lafayette for
example). What is the link with
today's war?
Second, some of your leaders
even wasted time to rename
French fries to freedom fries and
appealed to boycott. I would be
afraid to be run by those sorts of
people. Why not freedom kiss?
Pro-war people want to spread
democracy. I agree. But they have
to look at home first. A large
majority of Spanish people are
against the war. Despite that,
Aznar, their Prime Minister, supports the war. And what about

the troubles Tony Blair has in
England with his government?
And what about the U.S. polls?
Can we trust them?
President Bush wants to save
the Iraqis from starvation. But
who has been starving them
since 1991 with an embargo?
France is accused of selling
weapons to Iraq in the past, but
who backed Saddam Hussein
and bin Laden in the past?The
United States.
Finally, Bush wants to disarm
Saddam Hussein. I agree. But
which country is the most dangerous today? North Korea that
has the nuclear weapon or a
country that has suffered a 10ycar embargo and U.N. control?
France is not against the
United States; France is against
the war. The United States is an
ally. France wanted a peaceful
solution. After WWII, organizations such as United Nations and
NATO were created to avoid such
wars. I enjoy your country. I've
met wonderful people and visited beautiful places. Most of the
students I talk to are against the
war. I was happy to see demonstrations against war (among
which were World Trade Center
family victims). But I definitely
think Bush is not worthy of leading the United States. He wants
the war since the beginning for
oil, and to pleasure his voters
(increasing army funds to the
detriment of educational funds
for example), lust to make fun of
him a little bit, here is a sentence
your president said about
France: "France doesn't even
have a word to say entrepreneur." Guess what. This word is a
French one.
Now that war is launched I just
hope there will be as few victims
as possible for both sides. And
please don't mix everything, the
French wine still tastes as good
as before!
MARC FAUCHREAU
STUDENT

What scares you the
most about the
looming war with Iraq?

American student

SHEMON
SALAM
U-Wire Columnist

ALEX HERNANDEZ
SENIOR
ETHNIC STUDIES & SPANISH

"1 don't want my
friends to die.'

DAMON KENNEDY
SENIOR, VCT

"I'm worried about the
draft coming."

DAYMIEN DEVAUGHN
JUNIOR, ALLIED HEALTH

"The rivalry that Bush
has with Saddam."

C'MON, ONEM3RE1

DETROIT - When 4-year-old
Hannan Assar and two teenage boys were killed in the
Gaza Strip on March 17, racist
apologists for the Israeli
Government and the Israeli
Defense Forces shake it off as a
causality of war, even though
these were unarmed children
in a residential refugee camp.
But on March 16, an
American was murdered by the
IDE Rachel Corey was part of
the International Solidarity
Movement, a group of peace
activists from all over the world
dedicated to ensuring peace
for lews and Palestinians
through non-violent actions.
She was a 23-year old peace
and justice activist from
Olympia, Wash., who attended
Evergreen State College.
A story compiled from seven
eyewitnesses says she was
standing on a pile of dirt in
front of a house that was about
to be illegally demolished by
the IDF
According to witnesses,
Corey stood on top of the pile,
looking at the driver of the bulldozer, the driver went ahead
and pulled her under the dirt.
The driver kept advancing until
she was not in sight and eventually the whole blade was
crushing her. He eventually
backed off and seven ISM
activists came rushing to her
help to take her to the hospital
where she would die some
hours later.
What they found was not
only a barely-alive woman, but
the oppression millions of
Palestinians go through every
day. There in the dirt, they
found a woman who was not
only murdered by a machine,
but also by a government that
has diligently and quietly (most
of the time), thanks to a complacent media, been murdering innocent civilians in
Palestine and Israel.
The IDF is sending out its PR
managers and trying to be

politically correct so not to fray
relations with their master, the
U.S. government. They are trying to cover up what is an
intentional murder and intimidation by the army. The message is clear American or not,
standing in the way of displacing Palestinians will not be tolerated.
This is the clever game of
colonialism — play the diplomatic front as humanitarians
but on the streets, be relentless,
ruthless and racist.
The rhetoric of democracy
and respecting human rights is
a lie maintained to appease an
international community that
has been kept out of some of
the most oppressed regions of
the occupied territories.
Members of the Israeli army
and associated Israeli settler
paramilitary units have been
responsible for the killing of
2,181 Palestinians and the
injuring of another 22,218
between September 29,2000
and March 14,2003.
In addition to the killing of
Corey by the bulldozer driver,
Israeli troops have shot and
killed several other internationals in different incidents during
the Intifada — German doctor
Harald Fischer, Italian cameraman Rafaeli Ciriell and British
United Nations worker Iain
Hook.
No one knows what impact
this will have on the American
people as they have been herded like blind sheep away from
the harsh realities of the world.
Millions of people are dying in
Palestine, more will die with a
war against Iraq and yet many
Americans are unaware of
what is transpiring.
The media misinformation
continues and intensifies as the
U.S. government tightens its
reign on all hopes of a better
worid where people live in
peace without guns, hate,
racism and greed.
The reigns tighten in the
hours before war, but let it be
clear—in the sea of people
who have braved scorn and
cold in anti-war protests there
lies courage and dreams of
another world more peaceful.

CHRIS BIGGINS
FRESHMAN, PHARMACY

WHERE DO YOU STAND?

"I'm scared for my
cousin, that he might
die."

E-mail your letters/columns to
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

JOEL HAMMOND. MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy

KARA HULL, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Do you agree with all of this? \"*e
doubt it Wnte us and let us know
where you stand.

REMAINA.0PIMON EDITOR
PATRICIA RENGIFO, CITY NEWS EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOfi aa to b,
fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response lo a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These i attacks and anonymous submissions
arc usually also in response to a cur- ; will not be printed.
rent issue on the University's campus :
E-mail submissions as an attachor the Bowling Green area.
ment to bgnews@Ustprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Letter to
POLICIES
the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only eletters to the Editor and Guest
mailed letters and columns will be
Columns arc printed as space on the
considered for printing. All letters are
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be includ-1 subject to review for length and clarity before printing.
ed for verification purposes, ftrsonal

CARRIE WHITAKER, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

CHUCK SODER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
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Phone:(419)372-6966
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Website: www.bgnews.com
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but

periods altogether after a few months and some

you need just one shot on time every 3 months

may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't

to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill,

use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if

Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.

you have had any unexplained periods, or if you

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
vou from HIV/AIDS or other sexually

have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there
may be a possible decrease in bone density.

transmitted diseases.

Ask your health care professional about
Some women using Depo-Provera experience

prescription Depo-Provera.

side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.corV).

6>irtK corvtrol you -thirvk ae>ou-t jus-t •+
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
© 2002 Pharmacia Corporation

UXOO2161701
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a year.
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SMALL PACKAGE EXPLOSION EVACUATES FEDEX FACILITY
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A package labeled as containing the West Nile vims
exploded Tuesday night at a Federal Express facility, forcing the evacuation of about
50 workers. Fire officials said dry ice may have caused the package to burst. The
package contained brain and kidney matter of a bird that had tested positive for
the vims, said Jay Carey, spokesman for the Ohio Department of Health. Though
the package contained a live West Nile vims, the samples were frozen and unlikely
to become airborne, Carey said.

STATE

Scalia bans broadcast media
By Paul Singer
IH! JSSOCIAHD PRtSS
CLEVELAND — Supreme
Court luslicc Antonin Scalia
banned broadcast media from
his speech yesterday at an
appearance where he received an
award for supporting free speech.
I le did not mention the ban or
take questions from reporters at
the City Club, which regularly is
host to public figures. Television
reporters were allowed to see
Scalia receive the group's Citadel
of Free Speech Award prior to his
remarks.
Cameras
and
recording
devices are banned from the
Supreme Court chamber, and
Scalia prefers not to have camera
coverage in oUier settings, said
Kathleen Arberg, spokeswoman
for the court.
The club generally allows all
media to be present at events,
tapes speakers for later broadcast
on public television station WVIZ,
and often broadcasts live on
radio stations around the country. But Scalia insisted on banning
television and radio coverage as a
condition of his appearance.
"I might wish it were otherwise,
but that was one of the criteria
that he had for acceptance," said
lames Foster, executive director.
Barbara Cochran, president of
the
Radio-Television
News
Directors
Association
in
Washington. D.C., wrote to Foster
yesterday to protest the ban.

Mart Duncan AP FWo
HOLDER OF THE KEY: Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia holds
a key to the city of University Heights, Ohio, he received before a
speech at John Carroll University, Tuesday, March 18, 2003.
unusual for a club event not to be
broadcast, Scalia's speech was the
first lime the club had banned
press coverage.
Trie City Club selected Scalia
for the award because he has
"consistently, across the board,
had opinions or led the charge in
suppon of free speech," Foster
said.

"The irony of excluding journalists from an event designed to
celebrate the First Amendment's
guarantee of free speech is obvious to all," Cochran wrote. I
hope the City Club will never
again allow its functions to be
closed to journalists from any
medium."
Foster said that while it is not

It has given the honor once
before, to John Glenn, shortly
after the Ohio IX'nvxrat retired
in 1999 from the U.S. Senate. The
club said then that Glenn had
earned the award by defending
free speech and opposing a constitutional amendment to ban
flag burning.
Richard Fugue, chairman of
the award committee, said Scalia
has been a staunch defender of
the First Amendment on the
Supreme Court, particularly in
the 1989 decision overturning the
conviction of Gregory "Joey"
Johnson
for
burning
an
American flag during a 1984
demonstration in Texas. Pogue
was in law practice with Scalia at
Jones Day in Cleveland in the
1960s.
Scalia, who has been on the
court since 1986, said his vote in
that case was consistent with his
view that the Constitution is a
fixed document that should not
be changed or reinterpreted to
suit public whims.
"Trust me, I did not like to not
put Mr. Johnson in jail — bearded, scruffy, sandal-wearing guy
bunting the American flag, you
know, it made me furious," the
jusdee said over roars of laughter
from the audience. "But I was
handcuffed, I couldn't help it,
that's my understanding of the
First Amendment. I can't do the
nasty things I'd like to do."

"That's being pretty ingenious to use the
materials they have."
RAY JACOBS, SPOKESMAN FOR THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

Soldier produces
postcard from
ration package
DAYTON, Ohio (API — When
Catherine Boudrow got a postcard from her son, a Marine
deployed to Kuwait, she was surprised to see it included die ingredients for beef ravioli.
William Boudrow III had used
the packaging from his rations to
fashion the postcard.
"It's so cool," said Mrs.
Boudrow. of Dayton. "I le just tore
it at the fold. He didn't have scissors. It's very ragged around the
edges."
The brown, cardboard postcard was made from the packaging of Meals Ready to Eat or
MREs. On the back of Boudrow's
card are the ingredients and
nutritional information about
beef ravioli in meat sauce.

Mrs. Boudrow said her son's
note stated that the soldiers call
them "MRE postcards" and that
they are the best way to send

mail.
"This way they do ■I have to
carry paper with then. And it
reduces the amount f garbage
they dispose of," she sad. "You do
what you have to do."
Ray Jacobs, spokesman for the
U.S. Postal Service for southern
Ohio, said he had not heard of the
practice.
"That's being pretty ingenious
to use die materials they have." he
said.
Jacobs said any number of
materials can be used as a postcard as long as it is within postcard dimensions.

wiAivu.bgiieuus.com
Highland

Call now to receive

Management
130 E. Washington St., BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
7s/ month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(for Highland & Jay-Mar only).

1st month

Am
agement

Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior/Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
and spacious, beautiful rooms.
Starts $510. 12 mo. lease.

FREE

The Highlands- Senior/Grad
Housing, i Bdrm, spacious
large closels. all new windows, carpet, some w/new kiichens S baths
Starts $395. 12 mo. lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, A/C. great location,

Awesome Rates!

** Free heat & water**

400 single occupancy
JUU

Call (419) 352-4380

double occupancy
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BRIEFING
BG football begins
Spring Practice
The football team held it's
first of 15 Spring workouts
yesterday at the Perry Field
House.
First-year head coach Greg
Brandon welcomed back 51
letlermen, including 15
starters from last season.
Quarterback losh Harris is
one of six returning offensive
starters to a team that has
won 17 games in the last two
seasons and was ranked as
high as 16th nationally last
season.

Women's Golf team
plays in Fla. Tourney
The spring season began for
the women's golf team over
the break at the Snowbird
Intercollegiate golf tournament in Tampa, Florida on
March 13-14.
This tournament was hosted by Northern Illinois and
consisted of 21 different
schools.
James Madison University
came away with the team title
for the event, shooting a total
of 591 for the two days with
Southern Mississippi coming
in second at 609. The Falcons
placed 15th with a total of 680
and had two golfers place in
the top 100. Senior Shelley
Bin/el once again led the
Falcons as she placed tied for
34th by shooting 80 both days
for a 160 total. Hie next highest finishing Falcon was junior
lenny Schnipke. who tied for
58th by shooting an 86 and 79
to give her a 165 total.
Other BG finishers were
senior Emily Hassen, who
placed at 175, senior
Stephanie Elsea at 180 and
freshrfian Amanda Schroeder
at 190.
The team had a shot total of
346 on the first day and 334 in
the final round. The next tournament for the team will be
the William & Mary
Invitational on March 29-30 in
Willianisburg. Virginia.

Cavs fine Davis after
stunt to get stats
CLEVELAND (AP) — Ricky
Davis has been fined by the
Cleveland Cavaliers for going
to the wrong basket to get one
more rebound during a 12295 win over the Utah jazz on
Sunday.
A team spokesman on yesterday would not disclose the
amount of the fine.
"It's funny how all of this
attention has been made
about an incident that happened during our best game
of the season and everyone's
getting upset that it happened. What I did just shows
that no one's perfect," Davis
told The Plain Dealer.
Seeking to get his first
career triple-double in the
final seconds of the Cavs'
biggest win of the season,
Davis purposely missed a shot
at the wrong basket. He hoped
the official scorer would credit
him with a rebound — his
10th — off the miss.
But he was not allowed the
shot or rebound officially.
Coach Keith Smart initially
said Monday that embarrassment was punishment
enough for the team's leading
scorer.

THURSDAY
March 20,
2003
www.bgnews.com/sports
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leers seeing improvement
By Erica Gambaccini

feel that despite our finish in
terms of league standings that
Many coaches would be upsci we're teally close to a lot of teams
if they finished the season with a and real close to making a signiflosing record, but Scott Much, icant jump here in the near
the head coach of the hockey future."
This season the Falcons were
team, is not worried about the
losses.
predicted to finish in 1 ltli place
"The number of wins is not in the conference, but at the
what our staff, our team, our pro- beginning of the season they had
gram (wanted), we certainly want high expectations of finishing the
more," head coach Scott Paluch season above .500.
"Being picked 11th, I think
said.
The Falcons finished the 2002- some teams are going to under2003 season 8-25-3 overall and 5- estimate us," goaltender Tyler
20-3 in the Central Collegiate Masters said at the beginning of
Hockey Association after drop- the season. "I wouldn't be surping the first two games to prised if we were one of the top
Michigan in the first round of the three teams in the league this
Tournament.
year."
However, despite their opti"It was a year that we saw great
improvement in a lot of areas," mism before the season started,
Faluch said.'T think a foundation they still finished in 11th place.
was set in terms of what we want
"We never liide from that fact.
to have as kind of our identity. We are who we are," Paluch said.
Our hard work and discipline, I
We've learned, we are who we
thought, was consistent through- are. We were picked 11 th, we cerout the year."
tainly wanted to finish higher, but
As the season went on for the when it was all said and done
Falcons, the games became clos- we're an 11 th place hockey team
er with two of the last seven regu- right now."
lar season games being decided
This season was also the first
in overtime.
season for Paluch and a new
"We see a continued improve- experience for the players and
ment," Paluch said. "We are a coaches.
modi Ix-tter hockey team now
It took the team a few weeks to
than we were in September. We get used to having a new coach
SPORIS EDITOR

Ben Swinger BG News

DEFENDING THE TEAM: Goaltender Jordan Sigalet defends the
goal for BG at a a home game this season

Title LX could be
changed in future
GUESI REPORTER

After 30 years of trying to level
the playing field. Title IX may
become a little less restrictive.
Education Secretary Rod
Paige has decided to look into 15
of the 24 proposed changes to
the equal opportunities bill
regarding women's opportunities at government-funded universities that were passed on to
him by a commission last
month, last week he ruled that
he would only consider the 15
that had been passed unanimously by that commission.
Title fX was passed in 1972 to
prevent gender discrimination
in educational programs that
received government funding.
While not specifically mentioning athletics, the bill has been
used mainly for that purpose.
Although 16 percent more
women compete in college athletics since Title IX was passed,
the law has come under fire
recently because of the major
cuts made to men's athletic
teams.

Last spring BGSU cut five
men's sports. While the direct
reason for the cut was funding
the reason men's teams got the
axe was due to Title IX requirements
Assistant
Athletic
Director lanna Blais said.
Dustin lacobs, a former member of the Bowling Green State
University track and field team,
understands and even favors
the idea of Title IX, but believes
that the way it is enforced is no!
right.
I think that it is good in theory. It's a good thought and has
worked out to help women's
sports, but it has also worked to
get rid of men's sports which isn't
what it was meant to do." said
lacobs.
The main requirement ofTitle
IX is that a school's malc-tofemale athlete ratio be almost
the same as the school's maleto-female enrollment.
For
example, if 57 percent of a university's students arc female,
then approximately 57 percent
of the university's athletes must
be female. Also, a school must

show a history and a continuing
expansion of women's programs, as well as showing that it
is accommodating all students'
athletic interests.
The new proposed changes
could change that.
Three of these proposed
changes would allow universities to change the way the number of participants on athletic
teams would be counted. One
change would allow a school to
count all available slots on athletic teams instead of counting
only the filled slots. Another
would allow schools to not
count walk-on players. The last
change would not count parttime or nontraditional students
as part of the enrollment ratio.
These proposals would
address the complaint that
while men's sports are being cut.
the women's programs that
replace them are not filling their
rosters.
Former Bowling Green polevauller loel Peugeot favors this
TITLE IX, PAGE 8

altitude.
Masters and assistant captain
Tyler Knight are the only two
graduating seniors on the team.
Masters finished the season 213-1 in net with a .881 save percentage and ends his career second on the BGSU Top-Five
lloalics Career Saves list with
3,286.
Knight finished the season
ranked second on the team in
goals scored (121, power-play
goals (5) and short-handed goals
HOCKEY. PAGE 8

Tribe changes
pitching coach
By Tom Withers
THE »SS0Cl»l!D PRESS

By Bnan Krupp

and it took a few weeks to get the
lines settled, but once the dust
cleared a bond had been formed
between the athletes and coaches.
"It was a great year in a lot of
ways, as far as being a first-year
head coach." Paluch said. "The
one thing you always want is a
team that continues to work
hard, a team that continues to get
better and a team that never
quits, From thai standpoint I
couldn't be more proud of what
this team accomplished from day
one."
Putting the accomplishments
aside, the majority of the team
will remm next season with an
even stronger and more positive

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. —
Rookie manager Eric Wedge
made his first pitching move
with the Cleveland Indians.
Wedge changed pitching
coaches just 12 days before the
club's season opener, firing
Mike Brown and replacing him
with Girl Willis on yesterday.
Willis had been the pitching
coach at Triple-A Buffalo the
past two seasons under Wedge.
Who has made it clear in his first
spring training camp that the
Indians are his team.
Wedge said he decided to
make the move in the past couple of days and did it with general manager Mark Shapiro's
approval. Wedge felt it was necessary to make the change
before die regular season started.
"You have to be comfortable
in your staff and believe in the
fit," said Wedge, adding that the
timing of the coaching change
won't affect his team. "That fit
was something that was important to me. We're not going to
miss a beat."

Brown became Cleveland's
pitching coach before last season after being the club's roving
pitching instructor from 1995
to 2001. He helped develop
some of the Indians' young
pitchers,
including
C.C.
Sabathia and Danys Baez.
Brown. 44, has been offered
an unspecified assignment in
the organization. He has not yet
decided if he wants to stay with
the Indians.
"I'm disappointed," said
Brown, who was told he had
been fired on Monday. "I'm not
Eric's guy. He's not comfortable
with me and he doesn't trust
me. Obviously, Eric didn't feel
comfortable with me."
Brown drove back to his
home in Stow, Ohio, after being
dismissed and spoke to
reporters on a conference call.
"Eric's personality and mine
just didn't mesh." said Brown.
"We were in the same book, wc
just weren't on the same page."
Wedge had made just one
other addition to Cleveland's
PITCHING COACH, PAGE I

Teams juggle their spring schedules
ByJAWEMcCAUUY
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHOENIX — As a boy. Ichiro
Suzuki was such a big fan of Ken
Macha that the future Seattle star
bought the glow the American
used while playing in lapan.
Then he got rid of it fast —
because Suzuki started committing emirs.
Suzuki, now the Mariners' top
hitter, and Macha, Oakland's
manager, were having fun leading up to the scaspn-opening
series between their teams in
lapan next week.
Now that's gone. The teams
were supposed to leave for Tokyo
on yesterday but they're staying
in the United States after commissioner Bud Selig canceled the
trip Tuesday because of the threat

ofwarinlraq.
The series in the Tokyo Dome
were Oakland's home games, so
the Athletics planned to put tickets on sale Thursday for the
makeup games on April 3 and
lime 30 in the Coliseum.
"We're starting from scratch."
As president Mike Crowley said.
The Mariners and As teams will
still face each other to start the
season, on April 1 in Oakland.
And they have shuffled around
their exhibition schedules to add
more games.
The teams play each other in
Phoenix on Thursday, when they
would have just been getting settled in Tokyo.
Coaches for both teams were
determining how to best use
players the remainder of the

spring to make sure they got both
adequate at-bats, innings and
rest.
"We were in that hurry-up
mode, and now we can pick some
spots and give some guys some
days off and back off a bit,"
Macha said Wednesday.
He announced last week that
left-hander Barry Zito would start
the opener in lapan on March 25,
but said yesterday that "Zito starting on opening day is up in the
air."
Right-hander Tim Hudson
might be the opening day starter
now, which would mean he'd
probably be followed by four lefties.
"We're by far way more ahead
of schedule than we have been in
the past," Hudson said. "It's good.

There's not going to be the long
travel and the jet lag back and
forth.
"The way those games were
over there, it was making our
rotation crazy. I was coming out
of the bullpen."
Seattle manager Bob Mehin,
whose club arrived at spring
training a week early because of
the lapan trip, expressed his disappointment yesterday that the
series had been called off. But he
said it might help the Mariners in
the long run.
"We felt we were a natural fit,
but it wasn't meant to be," MeMn
said, referring to his team's three
lapanese players. "We're fine with
where we are. It actually is easier
JAPAN GAME. PAGE 8
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FOLLOWING THE BALL The Mariners' Ichiro Suzuki braces
himself for a collision with a fence on March 13 in Peona ARIZ.
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Jets refuse to match offer for Coles
By BARRY WILNER
WE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — When the
Washington Redskins offered
Laveranues Coles more money
than the restricted free agent was
asking for, the New York lets knew
it would be difficult to match the
deal.
Yesterday, the lets let their top
wide receiver join the Redskins,
who will pay Coles $35 million
over seven years, including a $13
million bonus.
"It is extremely rare for a team
to pay more than a player asks,"
lets general manager Terry
Bradway said. "In this case, it did
happen. We did not expect that to
happen.
"You never want to lose good
football players, but we feel this is
the best decision for our football
team, in the short term and the
long term. It was not an easy
decision."
Coles became the third lets
starter to wind up in Washington
this winter, joining guard Randy
Thomas and placekicker John
Hall. While the lets received no
compensation for losing those
two unrestricted free agents, they
will get a first-round draft pick,
13th overall, for losing Coles.

Bradway said the Jets are interested in packaging their two firstround choices — they also have
the 22nd overall — but such
moves likely wouldn't happen
until closer to the April 26 draft.
The top prospects among
receivers, Charles Rogers of
Michigan State and Andre
lohnson of Miami, are expected
to go very early.
The Redskins have now spent
more than $27 million in signing
bonuses on 11 free agents, nine
unrestricted and two restricted,
and traded for running back
Trung Canidate. They've restructured the contracts of four players
to get under this year's salary cap,
juggling the numbers in a way
that could set themselves up for
serious cap trouble in future
years.
But coach Steve Spurrier wasn't
thinking that far down the road.
"He's got all the tools and we
need a big-time receiver,"
Spurrier said of Coles. "We didn't
want to sit back in the draft and
take a chance we might miss
someone. I think Laveranues has
really matured and grown up.
And he's a very strong, fast young
man."
Coles had a breakthrough per-

formance in his third NFL season, catching 89 passes for 1,264
yards and five touchdowns. He
was especially effective when
Chad Pennington became the
team's starting quarterback in
Game 5.
"Laveranues had an excellent
season for us," Bradway said,
"and to say that one player will
come in and replace Laveranues,
I can't say that. Everyone will have
to pick up a piece of that missing
89 catches."
With Coles gone, the lets are
expected to pursue q veteran
receiver and have had extended
talks with unrestricted free agent
Curtis Conway.
"I have known Curtis for a
while," coach Herman Edwards
said. "He's a tough guy who can
still run fast. I le's caught over 500
balls, and that is a lot of passes.
He plays every down, is not afraid
to block or go across the middle.
He's a very good football player
we obviously are interested in."
For now, the team's starters will
be veteran Wayne Chrebet and
third-year wideout Santana
Moss, a2001 first-round pick who
has been slowed by injuries.

***** M
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TOUCHDOWN: Former Jets wide receiver Laveranues Coles celebrates a first quarter touct ;own in Jan.
Coles joined the Redskins yesterday when the Jets declined to match Washington's offer.

Bristol grandstand expanded
By Elizabeth A. Davis
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BRISTOL, Term. —The grandstand at Bristol Motor Speedway
was so packed with seats that
Dale Earnhardt once joked there
was maybe a sliver of space to
jam in more fans.
That sliver isn't there anymore.
The speedway will show off a
$30 million expansion when
-^qualifying begins Friday at the
Food City 500, the track's first
Winston Cup event of the season.
The 13,000-seat expansion
began in August after the checkered flag waved in let! Cordon at
the Sharpie 500.
Now, at 160,000 seats, Bristol
Speedway is behind only
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
(250,000) and Lowe's Motor
Speedway in Charlotte, N.C.
(167.000).

Daytona, or what it's like to race
at Talladega, but when they ask
about Bristol, it's, 'How can I get
a ticket?" larrett said.
leff Black, project manager for
Speedway Motorsports, Bristol's
owner, insists the new terrace
will open by race weekend, but
decorative banners and a plaza
to honor drivers won't be finished until the Sharpie 500 on
Aug. 23.
"Everything will be complete,"
Black said. "But it won't be polished."
Getting finished on time was a
concern, since Tennessee got
more than its usual share of
snow tlu's year, delaying work.
Contractors even worked as
about 1,000 students from
Sullivan East High School used
the track's older suites for classrooms after a breakout of potentially dangerous mold closed
their school for several weeks.

"It just boggles the mind to
look around here and see
160,000 seats around a half-mile
race track, knowing that there
are another 160,000 or more fans
that want tickets to (his place,"
driver Dale lanctt said.
The expansion includes a new
section of black seats named
Earnhardt Terrace, in honor of
the former Winston Cup champion who died in 2001.
Earnhardt made his tonguein-cheek observation about
Bristol after winning the track's
August race in 1999 when the
speedway already accommodated 131,000 fans and an expansion was under discussion.
Bristol holds two Winston Cup
races each year, one in March
and the other in August. Both
have already sold out for this
year.
"Everywhere I go, people ask
me what it's like to race at

The expansion meant digging
pits for three new elevator towers, demolishing the 42-ycai -old
concrete grandstand along Turn
2 and the backstretch. and
replacing it with steel beams to
hold the new seats and a twolevel row of 52 new suites.
To accommodate the larger
crowd, officials built another 14
concession stands, eight souvenir stands and 17 rcstrootns,
including 550 toilets.
Some drivers, including Rusty
Wallace and Michael Wallrip,
wanted to test drive the speedway this month, but construction trucks driving across the
concrete put the track out of
commission until this week,
speedway spokesman Wayne
Estes said.
The speedway was built In
1960, and the first race was held
in 1961 with 18,000 seats.
Bruton Smith, now chainnan

of Speedway Motorsports,
bought the Bristol International
Raceway lor $26 million in 1996,
when it had 71,000seats.
Three months later. 15,000
seats were added and more fans
filled die seats. So, he just kept
adding seats and more fans
"Our demand is strong here.
People arc looking for the limit,
when the market is going to be
saturated," Estes said.
The speedway doesn't have
much more room to grow. While
the Indy track is 2 1/2 miles
around and Lowe's is 11 /2 miles.
Bristol is a half-mile, short and
steep.
"It makes you wonder why
someone doesn't wake up and
make this the track of the future,
the track diat should be built in
the next markets we go," Jarrctt
said, else."

Teams have more time to prepare
1APAN GAME. FROM PAGE 7

to map out. We know exactly
where we're going to be and now
iwe have games slated all the way
through and everything is a little
more definite."
As for how the story went with
Macha and Suzuki, Seattle's leadoff hitter and right fielder supposedly had had a poster of Macha
on his wall. But Suzuki squashed
that rumor in a hurry, clarifying
that he had actually tried the
same glove as Macha.

"That's flattering" Macha said.
"The MVP and a Gold Glove winner. It's the only time my glove
would be associated with a Gold
Glove winner."
Macha played four years in
Suzuki's hometown of Nagoya.
"I call him Tlomie.' because I
played where he grew up,"
Macha said.
Suzuki was happy to hear
Macha had been promoted to
replace Art Howe as As manager
when 1 lowe left for the New York
Mets after last season. Both

Macha and Suzuki looked forward to seeing the response of
Japanese fans in theTokyo Dome,
known as the "Big Egg" and seeing old friends, but they understood baseball's decision.
"For my generation there wasa
Dragons marching fight song"
Suzuki said of Macha's former
team. "Ken Macha was the No. 3
hitter and his name was in the
song. I didn't sing it but I had it on
tape and listened to it a lot."
With both teams now having
more time to prepare for opening

day, there's a chance lor players to
get healthy. Oakland center field
er Chris Singleton will take three
days off to rest his tight right
hamstring. Seattle catcher Dan
Wilson is nursing a strained
oblique muscle.
"Competitively, it's probably
better we're staying home," A's
general manager Billy Beane said.

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

&

Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS
• "Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• central air & heat
• convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

"WALK ON OVER

(1). He also set a career-best for
points this season with 24.
"Were losing tile twoTys; two
guys that worked extremely hard
all year,'' Paluch said. "A lot of
guys certainly benefited from
their hard work, but we have a lot
of guys now that have played a
lot of hockey and competed in a
lot of key roles for our team this
year. That's really going to serve
us well next year."
The captain of the team,
I) Any McConvey will return
next season. McConvey led the
Falcons in total points (29) and
assists (23) and finished second
in the total number of shots
attempted (109). His point total
for this season tied his careerhigh for points in a season.

80%

114 S. Main St. #3,7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/heat. #3 $375, #7 $355. *9 $385/monlh for a 12 month lease.
114 S. Main St. #12&13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Resident pays all utilities. »12 $340, #13 $395/month
for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main SI. #2,4,5,6&8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown.
All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all utilities. #2 $375, #4
$385, #5 $345, #6 $350, #8 $300/month for a 12 month lease.
315 w S. Mam St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment wood deck. Gas Heat.
Resident pays all utilities. Eat in Kitchen. Cat permitted with references. Close to downtown. $485/month for a 12 month lease.
128 W. Wooster St. #A&B: Two efficiency bedroom apartments located above a downtown business. All completely different. Unfurnished. Resident pays electric/heat. FREE
WATER &SEWER. #A $285, KB $265/month for a 12 month lease.

(419) 352- 0164

NEWIPVE

www.universitycourts-uvillageapartments.com

Rentals

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

Living
Downtown

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY
COURTS

Hockey
captain to
return for
next season

332 S. Main SI
(419)352-5620

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Proposals on
table for title
TITLE IX. FROM PAGE 7

proposal, especially after his
experience last spring before the
University cut men's track. "With
track, we would have 60 guys
come out and 35 girls would
come out and we could have to
cut 25 guys," he said.
Blais, however, opposes these
proposals. She said that to the
best of her knowledge, women's
teams at the University are having no problems getting enough
athletes. Also, she does not
understand how it would be fair
to count all the available spots on
women's teams even when they
are not getting filled and then not
count walk-ons even though they
are playing.
"I don't really know how you
can just not count people who
are really there and then count
people who aren't there," she
said.
Other proposals include going
to a strictly 50-50 split in number
of male-to-female ' athletes
regardless of enrollment ratio,
using interest surveys to determine compliance with Title fX
and allowing another way for
. jcompliance to be determined.
While these changes could
have major effects on campuses
nationwide assistant Athletic
Director Janna Blais said the proposed changes would not likely
affect any athletic programs at
Bowling Green. "We are not
interested in dropping any more
programs," she said.
Blais said BowlingGreen could
not cut any more men's programs
because in order to be a member
of
the
Mid-American
Conference, schools must have

six men's programs. Bowling
Green has seven men's sports. Six
of those participate in the MAC
and the seventh is the hockey
team which is part of the Central
Colligate Hockey Association.
She said what the proposed
changes would do would be to
allow men's sports to carry more
athletes on their rosters.
As far as women's sports were
concerned, Blais said that even if
these proposals were to be
passed, the 11 women's programs at BGSU would still fit
within all the regulations and
therefore would not change.
Not everyone agrees with these
changes, however. Last month,
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Head Myles Brand
told the Associated Press that he
believes the law is fine and it
should not be changed. Blais
agrees.
"It concerns me that you might
be at an institution that is 60 percent women and still are only
offering 50 percent of the athletic
opportunities to women," she
said. "I think that it would
decrease their opportunities."
Peugeot, however, said, "I think
that what they have proposed so
far is a step in the right direction.
I don't think that it will take away
from women's sports as much as
the women's groups arc afraid it
will do."
Whatever the outcome of
these proposals, the debate
between what is equal opportunity and unfair advantage will go
on. Perhaps Peugeot summed it
up the best.
"It's hard to make everything
fair and equal."
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Olympic officials go to congress
By Robert Gehrtic
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON
- U.S.
Olympic
officials
said
Wednesday that additional
duties assigned by Congress —
including supporting little
league programs and fighting
obesity — compete with its ability to chum out gold-medal winners.
"It's a very long way from the
couch to the podium," lim
McCarthy, a member of the
USOC Board of Directors, told
members of a House subcommittee. "If we need to do all of
these things, we probably won't
do any of them well."
Acting USOC president Bill
Martin told the House
Commerce,
Trade
and
Consumer
Protection
Subcommittee that clarifying

the Olympic committee's mission is the most important
action Congress could take to
help the committee.
Without that clarity, the broad
demands placed on the committee compete for a part of the
limited resources, Martin said.
The Olympic committee has an
annual budget of about $125
million.
"Choices must be made," said
Robert Marbut, chairman of the
council representing the various
sports organizations in the
USOC. "The USOC cannot be all
things to all people."
Marbut said some Olympic
committee obligations can easily be moved to other organizations. But others, like supporting
the Paralympic Games, are more
prickly questions.
Panel Chairman Cliff Stearns,
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either to chaos, or to no
accountability at all, either of
which can spell disaster for an
organization."
In addition to the athlete representatives, the board of directors includes members from the
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, the
Catholic Youth Organization, the
lewish Community Centers and
The Church of lesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.
Two task forces are studying
possible changes to the USOC. A
10-member USOC panel has
met twice and has agreed the
committee's governing structure
is unwieldy and should be
streamlined. The other, appointed by the Senate Commerce
Committee, is expected to make
recommendations by lune 30.

Willis takes over
job for Indians
PITCHING COACH. FROM PAGE 7

staff since last season, bringing
in Buddy Bell as his bench
coach, before switching pitching coaches.
"It's been something that I've
been wrestling with and agonizing over," he said. "It's something that I felt needed to happen. This comes back to me
and it's the fit that I want for me
and my ballclub."
Willis is the Indians' third
pitching coach in three years.
Dick Pole was fired following
the 2001 season and replaced
by Brown.
"I was shocked, to say the
least," Willis said.
The Indians will begin the
season with two rookies —

lason Davis and Ricardo
Rodriguez — in their starting
rotation. Willis, 42, has worked
with many of Cleveland's pitchers before.
"Most of the guys I had in the
minor leagues, and I think that
makes this easier for them," he
said.
Willis pitched in 267 games
as a major leaguer, going 22-16
while playing for Detroit,
Cincinnati, the Chicago White
Sox, California, Cleveland and
Minnesota.
He won eight games for the
Twins in 1991 when the club
won the World Series.
Shapiro said Terry Clark has
been promoted from Double-A
Akron to take Willis' spot in
Buffalo, and Steve Lyons will

PARKS& RECREATION

"All Day, Everyday"

R-Ha, said it appears Congress
will have to overhaul the
Amateur Sports Act — a point
that has been made in a pair of
earlier Senate hearings. The
committee likely will hold
another hearing at the Olympic
committee headquarters in
Colorado Springs, Colo., later
this year.
The subcommittee was trying
to determine if the USOC was
meeting Congress' expectations
and what should be done in light
of ethics scandals that toppled
the Olympic committee's two
top officials. Members of
Congress have called for drastic
changes.
Martin said the USOC's
unwieldy structure — a 23member executive committee
and 123-member board vying
for control — is an "invitation

The City of Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department
is seeking several mature individuals to join our summer
program staff. Positions available are: Aquatic Complex
Manager, Aquatic Complex Assistant Manager, Lifeguard,
Swim Instructor, Pool Attendant, Concession Attendant,
Adult Softball Scorekeeper, Park Maintenance, Arts and
Crafts Instructor, Baton Instructor, Cheerleading Instructor,
Youth Softball Umpire, Roller Hockey Instructor, Track
Instructor, Tennis Instructor, Special Events Specialist and
Program Specialists who conduct Day Camps, Nature Camps
and Sport Camps for youth from 3.5-14 years of age.
Interested persons should bring a resume and complete an
application at the Park office in Woodland Towne Centre.
Office hours are Monday-Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
Direct questions to (419) 354-6223 X 0. Applications accepted until positions filled. The City of Bowling Green is an
equal opportunity employer.

The Benefits are Endless...7

PtieUnM EDenluckAP Photo

TALK IT OVER-.CIeveland Indians pitching coach Mike Brown [center) tries to settle down starting Pitcher Ricardo Rodriguez.

Fall into....
a new home
520 E. Reed St. #1,3,6&7: Large two bedroom
furnished apartments. Across from Campus.
Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/ heat. Laundry facilities on
premises. Private parking lot. $525/month (2-3
people) for a 12 month lease.

NEWLPVE
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We !>o Mondays
Like No Place Else!
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:| SPECIAL OFFER
Are you gambling
with your career?

Campbell Hill Apartments
NEW CARPET
&

NEW Living Room
FURNITURE
Just be sure you
have a winning
hand!

ON CAMPUS
March 21 st 9-2
Union

For 2 Bedroom Townhouses
Rented now thru 3/31/2003

chjjil

(G R I L L^^& BAR)
Starting at $775/mo. + utilities
Restrictions apply - contact office
for details

March 25th 10-2
Career Services
Deal yourself in on a winning career
by calling 419-891-6820 or by contacting Steve Eich at det1sje@ups.com

Enjoy a Jouble order of
fajfias (enough for iwo)
for jusi *11!
And a 10 oz. mug of our
original Top Shelf or
Caribbean Margaritas
for only *2.*

GREENBRIAR, INC
|7
Grcenbriar. Inc.
(419)352-0717
Hours:
445 E. Wooster
Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Saturday 9 am-1 pm
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

TOLEDO
ROSSFORD
4801 Talmadge Rd\ 9886 Olde US 20
419-472-7688
419-873-0696
HOLLAND
6505 Centers Dr.
419-866-8781
Muai1 be ai leaof 21 years of age io consume alcohol.
•Offer valid every Monday
\Z Marganfa promofion good only unfll 9 pm

B(i NEWS MARCH MADNESS CONTEST
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Win prizes from Papa John's, the
University Bookstore and BG Sports!
MIDWEST
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basketball tournament

At The BG News, we think we know our college basketball. But if you look at our
records in our weekly picks, we obviously don't.
So here's your chance to shine.
Take the bracket to the left, and cut it out. Fill out the bracket, with the winner of
every game, up to and including the championship game on April 7.
After you fill it out, bring it to 210Wfest Hall — the newsroom — and drop it off
in the mailbox as you walk in. (We'll be waiting to laugh at you if you don't have it
in by noon, when the first game starts.)
The points will be awarded on an increasing basis, as each first-round game you
guess right will net you one point, each second round game two, each third-round
game four, each fourth round game eight, each semifinal 16 and the national
championship game 32. So it would behoove you to pick the champion. Obviously.
Also, to prevent ties, BE SURE to include the score you think the championship
game will end in. Also, be sure to include your contact information on your bracket so we can track you down when (IF!) you win.
If you have any questions in the meantime, be sure to call The News at 372-6966.

GRAND PRIZE
Win five large One-Item pizzas
and three 2-liters of pop!
419-353-7272

tfPAJOHfe
First prize
$50.00 Gift

certificate
BG SPORTS
CONTACT INFO

BGSU DANCE MARATHON
CHILDREN'S MIRACLE NETWORK
BG 24'a Coverage of Dance Marathon 2003.
Friday. March 21J LIVE News Broadcast @ 5:30PM
Saluixlay. March 22? Opening Ceremonies
LIVE ®'9:30.4M-1 2PM and 8PM- 1 2AM
Sunday. March 23" Closing Ceremonies
LIVE @ 9:30AM-12PM and 3PM- 6:30PM

320 Elm St. IA-D: One bedroom furnished
apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/ heat. $420.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
320 Elm St. #F: Large two bedroom
furnished apartments. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/ heat.
$625.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

NEWL°VE
Rentals
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1 BOWLING GREEN

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1 pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717
Frazee Ave. Apartments
Bentwood
Field Manor
Houses
• 2 bath
516 East Merry
• 1 ft 2 car garages

• fireplace, washer/dryer, diswash
ers, garbage disposals, ft A/C

3 Bedroom House
$1350°°/mo.
4 Bedroom House
$1500°°/mo.
Available May and August

Live in Bowling
Green's Newest
Subdivision!

Semester
Leases
Available
All Large
2 Bedroom
2 Baths
Furnished
Starting at $590°7mo.
+ utilities
New 2 person rate for
9 1/2 mo. lease!

SIGN UP TODAY!
check out our website at

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

tour imiciai
Station

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

710 EIGHTH STREET 3 BR house. Limit 3
people. Two Baths. Air conditioned. Washer/
dryer hookup. $999.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
714 EIGHTH STREET - Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
146 1/3 MANVILLE - One BR upper unit. Limit
2 people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/03.

Send Maralhon Mail to
your friends al DM!
bg24news(q|hoimail.com
www.bgsu.edu/bg24

I ll"l I

A $40.00 value

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
1 ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES |

LIVE COVERAGE ALL WEEKEND
Ow Cable Channel 6

Sail into
Spring

BGSU sweatshirt

Woodland Town
Centre
419-353-6969

Predict the score of the
championship game (In
case of ties)

NAME
PHONE NUMBER.
EMAIL ADDRESS

Second
prize

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
1 (419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

TURS 7$ A SUPERMAN ViSifcU

ID
NEED CA$H>
TEMPORARY/PART-TIME
WORKERS NEEDED

Light factory work (Unpacking, cleaning, ect.)
$6.00 per hour
Flexible work hours available over 3 shifts.
RemTec International
436 N. Enterprise
Bowling Green
Apply in person (8am-3pm)
Ask for Jackie

DID YOU
KNOW?

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

NEWS

Classified
Ads
372-6977
TV BG Ne*\ will na knowingly accept nftanwmcnu thai ducnmitmc. or encourage div
cnmniaiion jturtM an> individual or group on
Ihe basis of race, n, color, creed, religion.
muonal origin, setua) orienuiion. <h«biliiy.
sinus as a veieran. or on the basis of any other
legally protected slatuv
The BG News resent the nght to declne. drscontinue or revise any advertisemem such as
those found to be detamatory. lading in (actual bus. ntsJeathng or false in nature All
advertisements are subject to editing and
approval.

Campus Events

BERNARD WOMA
SOLO XYLOPHONIST A
MASTER DRUMMER
from Ghana, West Africa
with
ROLAND VAZQUEZ
Latin Jazz Percussion
and FRIENDS
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 626

Educational Preschool looking tor
energetic & fun aftern. teacher from
1 -6pm. Mon-Fri. Call 419-832-5437
Lawn maintenance part & full time
for spring & summer. Call Steve at
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822

Put-In-Bay
Village of Put-In-Bay is seeking
Oockmasters and Park Maintenance
Workefs tor the 2003 season Good
Pay. Ferry pass reimbursement.
Housing avail. Must oe over 18.
Call 419-285-5112 or
pibadminfflicros.nel

A 2000 Ford Explorer V8 Fully load
ed with sun roof, only 53.800 miles
for just $12,999 Call now at 419699-3304

Few unwanted pounds7 Boost
Energy ■ Block Cravings" Burn Fat"
EPHEDRA Free. 45 days- $40.
419-288-2561

Child care needed m our Sylvania
home for our 11 & 13 yr old. Must be
avail, lor entire summer. June 5 to
Aug. 27. btwn. 8am-5pm M-F. Must
have a car & ref. Please send 1 pg
description of your qualifications to
PO Box 664 Sylvania OH 43560.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3 PITCH SOFTBALLMARCH 25
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SINGLES &
CO-REC DOUBLES TENNISMARCH 26
Preserving Ethnicity and Culture
amid Diversity through
ETHNIC RIGHTS
AMENDMENT
Box 32813. P.B
Gardens, FL 33420
www.ethnicrightsamendment.org

The Tanning Center
Above Dairy Queen
434 E. Wooster St.
Tan until May 91h (or $45
1 month $30
353-2844
Unlimited tanning
through finals week. $45
Campus Tanning 352-7889
WANT TO BE THE BIRD?
Freddie & Frieda applications are
available in 301 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. They're due March
21st at 5pm & remember secrecy is
paramount.

Wanted

Female subleaser needed
May-Aug. at Sterling University
Call 352-4472, will lower price

IN CONCERT® 8:00pm
Monday March 24.2003
- FREE ~
Kobacker Hall. College of Music

Needed 3 sub-leasers for summer
starting May 17th. Swimming pool.
weight room, free tanning bed, volleyball-basketball courts, balcony,
fully furnished & air conditioned. For
info call 353-2740.

Services Offered

Subleaser needed May-Aug. Lg. 1
bdrm. pool and internet access.

Lawn maintenance. Experience
helpful. Clean driving record a must.
Call 419-874-5006
Make $1.380 weekly gauranteed.
Call 1-800-827-3889.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS Needed
No exp.neededl Earn up to 150450. day Call now for immediate
exposure 1-888-8200164 ext1132
NOT JUST ANOTHER SUMMER
JOB! Female & male counselors
needed for a top summer camp in
Maine. Top Salary, room, board,
laundry, clothing & travel provided.
Must love working w young people &
have skill in one or more of the
following activities: archery, arts
(ceramics, stained glass, jewelry),
basketball, child care specialist,
canoeing, kayaking, rowing (crew),
dance (lap. pointe. jazz), field hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors),
figure skating, ice hockey, horseback ndtng/English hunt seat,
lacrosse, digital photography,
videographer, piano accompanist,
pioneering/camp craft, ropes/climbing (challenge course) 25 stations.
sailing, soccer, softbali. tennis, theatre (technicians, set design, costumer), volleyball, water-skiing
(slalom, tnck. barefoot, jumping)
W S.I./swim instructors, windsurfing,
also
opportunities
for
nurses.
HTML/web design & secretaries.
Camp Vega for Girls! Come see us
at wyw.campvflga.cum APPLY ON
OUR WEBSITE1 Fill out the on-line
application, e-mail us at
camp_vega@yahoo.com, or call us
for more information at 1-800-993VEGA. We will be on the Bowling
Green campus on March 25th In
the Union Bldg In the Union rm.
307 for more information & interviews from 10am-3pm. No appointment necessary. Come see us &
find out more about Vega!

Interested in a loan?
We can help consolidate all your
bills Call us at 1-866-210-6801
Good or bad credit accepted
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Earn $1,000-52.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program'
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit

Now hiring for spring & summer.
Day delivery personal, day & evenings prep. Apply DiBenedetto's
1432 E. Wooster
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a residential setting. No expenence necessary. Full/Pt-time &
sub positions avail, in BG & Portage
areas ranging from 14.5-76 hrsbiweekly. $9 $12.25 per hr based
upon experience. High school diploma/GED required. Application packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160
East Gypsy Ln. Rd . Bowling Green,
Ent. B. Mon-Fri, 8am-4:30pm. E.O.E
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI 8AVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed; Tennis, Basketball, Baseball, Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing, Biking, Golf,
Archery.
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors,
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(888)-844-8080or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com

SUMMER HELP

Great Job Opportunities !!
Hmng Students Pan- Time NOW and Full- Time Dunng Summer & Breaks

Help Wanted

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY l"l
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

400 counselors/instructors needed1
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan.com

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070

500 SUMMER CAMP JOBS!!! NY.
PA, MASS. www.summercarr.penv
ployment.com or 800 443 6428
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups

COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF- GREAT
FACILITIES- GREAT EXPERIENCE. CHILDREN'S N.Y.S. CO-ED
RESIDENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
CAMP. CATSKILL MOUNTAINS 2 HOURS TO NYC & ALBANY.
MALE COUNSELORS- CREATIVE
ARTS- WOODWORKING
CHALLENGE COURSE
June 21st thru August 17th. Mln.
19 years old. Fax: 914-693-7678
E-mail: kennybrook@aol.com
Website: www.kennybrook.com

Student for house cleaning.
2 or 3 hrs. in p.m.
Call 419-686-4527
SUMMER JOBS" $10-12/hr. Work
outside this summer in fun working
environment w/fellow college students Now hiring motivated people
to fill painter and crew chief positions. Locally and throughout OH S
Ml. No experience necessary,
we wil train. ACT TODAY"
1-800-405-6227.

For Rent

" 2 FREE MONTHS RENT
300 block E Merry. 4-6 bdrms huge
cover porch. 3rd St.. 6 bdrms.. lots
of parking. Both all new flooring &
could incl. all util. normally 6-8 students In units for more info & viewing call 352-7365.
"03-04 Apts. for rent.Going fast, all
next to campus & in quiet areas for
study Listings avail 24/7 316 E.
Merry H3.353-0325 9am 9pm
1 room avail, tor spring & summer.
Cheap rent. Near campus.
Downtown BG 419-704-6621
1 subleaser needed ASAP until Aug.
Will pay 1st months rent. Call
419 308-1119

For Sale

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUVs from $500
Hondas. Chevys & more1 For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558

12 mo/leases starting
May 17.2003:
230 N Enterprise »D
1 Br.- 1 person- $410 . util.
266 Manville
2 Br- 2 person- $600 ♦ util
322 E Court »4- 1 Br.
1 person- $420 incl. all util
415 E Court HA
1 Br.- 1 person- $340 * util.
415 E Court HC
2 Br - 2 person- $480 . util
605 5th St. #C
2 Br.- 2 person- $390 ♦ uW.
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

507 E. Merry St.:
Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/heat. Laundry facilities in the
buildings. Private parking lots.
$525.00 per month (2-3 people) for
a 12 month lease. S550.00 for a
9 month lease (2-3 people).

Located lust minutes from Campus!
We Also Have Facilities In Other Cities, Call Usl

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Customer Service. People person
for face-to-face customer contact.
Earn $10 to $15 per hour, flexible
part-time schedule available. Call
Mark 419-843-8674.

Student creative position in marketing. Here is your chance to work in a
tun. team-oriented atmosphere while
developing your professional portfolio. You will assist w/conceptualizing, researching, writing, editing &
proofreading copy tor press releases, paid ads. catalogs, web pages &
more for Continuing Education
programs. Must have advanced writing skills in addition to being detail
oriented, able to follow oral and writ
ten directions & proficient in Word
Relevant work experience preferred
Must be available summer & fall
2003 & spring 2004. $7 OOhour.
15-20 hours'week Resume* writing samples required lor interview.
Call Joanne McPherson, 372-8181.
tor appointment. Application
deadline March 31. 2003.

Check Us Out!!
www.homecitylce.com

$430 mo. Call 353-0495
Subleasers needed for 2 bdrm. apt.
May through Aug.
Call Melanie or Sara at 352-0158

Looking for summer job m the
Central Ohio area? Dedicated
summer painters needed. Work
outside1 Get paid up to $l0/hr.'
Get your nights off! No experience
necessary! We will train you1
Contact Josh at 419-214-3557!

Super single water bed complete
wmardwood frame i bookshelf
headboard $125 OBO Entertainment center for 27- TV $50 OBO
419352 8613

Lexington. KY
LimaBucyrus
Cleveland/Ashland
Canton'Ene
CincinnatittenlucKy
Mansfield' Astiland

Data Entry Clerk
Must be proficient with Microsoft Access. Part-time, about 10 hrs. a
week, flexible schedule. $7.50/hr.
Contact IXL Staffing at 353-1540.

1.800-933-3575
I 800-894-0529
1 -800-674-0880
1-800-288-4040
1-800-894-0529

Daylon/Spnnglield
DelrtHI
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southust Ohio

1-800-283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1 800-355-2732
1 -800 545-4423
1-800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train In one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training NSW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

www.homecityice.com

Special Display Personals
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are.
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise someone on their Birthday!

NEwmyij
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THERE IS STILL TIME
YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
14fl M Mr.rWII.IJv - On. BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available

5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
150 \ti WrVWIJiR- One BR, upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/1)3 to 5/8/04.
HIT E. BBEn At Thorslln One Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $450.00
4SI THIIRSTIN . Across From Offenhauer Furnistved Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking
School Year - One Person Only • $395.00
One Year - One Person Only - $355.00
521 Id. MERE - Close to Offenhauer TWo Bedrooms. Furnished.

School Year TWo Person Rate - $6*5.00

CONGRATULATIONS

•jL GUYS! Jjtt
Two of BG'B finest
take First and
Third at C.A.M.B.
»fr^»
YOU MAKE US PWJODFrom the staff at 9TP

2x2 - $24.00
with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

1x3 = $18.00
(Actual Size)

Come to 204 West Hall
to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for
more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!

Happy 20th BDay

ROB!
Loue,
Elizabeth

Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

One Year - TWo Person Rate - $570.00
SOU ClfUJCH STBEET - Campus Manor - Behind KtaastV TWo
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rale - $620.00
One Year • TWo Person Rate - $520.00
HIS SRCONn . IWo Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - TWo Person Rate $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00
707 - 727 THIMi. One Bedroom Furnished One Bath.
School Year One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $350.00
•
825 THIHD One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $400.00
701 FOURTH - TWo Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWO Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • Two Person Rate • $520.00
IU8 SIXTH TWo Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rale - $560.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - TWo Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
mn-fUIO SIXTH ■ Rock Ledge Manor. TWo Bedroom. Two Baths.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - TWo Person Rale • $530.00
H1H SEVENTH Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rale - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
725 NINTH -One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rule $380.00
724 S^COLLEfiE TWo Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $640.00
One Year - TWO Person Rate ■ $530.00
HE HAVE MANYOTHER ONEAND TWO BEDROOM BVBJJmCS. STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A S23S.00 NONREFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Tskco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Frtdsy 8:30 to 5:30.

Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewlovereailestaitc.com

12 Thursday. March 20.2003
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Gain Experience Before
You Graduate!
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Call 372-0430 for more information.

For Rent

For Rent

03-04 apt/house 3 bdrm. $750
2 bdrm. $400-650
etf-1 bdrm. $250 350
Call 419-353-8206.

2 subleasers needed for Sterling
Univ. Apts. to take over lease for
Aug. 03-04. First months rent (reel!
Contact Scott at 214-4746

""(New) Carty Studios (Haw)
Now leasing (or summer & fall semesters & beyond to seniors & grad.
students Fully furnished, including
25" TV, all utilities. From $395/mo.
Onty serious students apply. Call
352-7365 Irom 10 4. After hrs. &
wkends 352-1520.

2-4 subleasers needed for 2 bdrm.
house on 222 S. College, to take
over lease from Aug. 03-04.
$766/mo. all util except elec indu.
Contact Jen or Katie @ 353-6879.

2 bdrm. apt. $100 off first mo/ rent.
Free heal & water 419-352-4380.
Call immediently- tilling up fast
2 bdrm. apt & 3 bdrm townhouse
available for summer & fall leases.
Call 352-5822

For Rent

2003-04 Apartments
800 Third St.
3 blocks olf campus. Call 354-9740
3 bdrm. apt. close to university!1
•Excellent condition!!
Call 686-4651.

2 bdrm. apt., excellent cond.
Close to University"
Call 686-4651.

4 bdrm. 1 bath house at 516 E.
Reed avail. Aug. 16 lor 12 mo. '
lease. $1050 mo House in good
shape w/nice backyard. 1/2 block
from campus, carpeted, w/off st.
parking, unfurnish. except for refigerator. d/w, and stove No dogs. Security deposit required.
Call 419-885-8307.

2 bdrm. furnished for May or Aug
704 Fifth St. 9 or 12 month lease,
clean. 352-3445

955 N. Main. 3 bdrm. home. Avail.
6-1-03. Very dean, A/C. $875/mo.
Call 353-7547.

2 bdrm apt avail. May 15. $600, located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required. Call 354-0229.

2 bdrm. unfurnished for Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors & grads.
new kitchens, heat paid. 352-3445

A GREAT apt. at a GREAT price!
Avail. 8/15, Fum. 2 Br, Clean, Quiet.
Spacious. A/C. Call 352-1104.

Avail, now. Efficiency, 1 Ig. rm. with
private bath. Unlurn. Qrad student
preferred. 352-5822.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$500 & gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
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Crack in rock
Most inactive
Necessary
Subtle shade of meaning
Seizing power illegally
Examine and expurgate
Ruckus
Rousing agents
Added some shading
Hoity-toity people
Had a meal
Seventh planet
College student's fig.
"The Sea. the Sea- author
Murdoch
Agave drink
Solidify
Run into
Fatelul date for Caesar
Campus bldg
Bring under control
Goller Ernie

1
2
3
4
5

Truncated pyramid
Fix up
St. Thomas
Dollars and sen
Move to a slanting
position
6 "Battle Cry" author
7 Landlord's revenue
8 Decorative borders
9 Artificial hatching
devices
10 Head-to-head tests
11 Turner ol Hollywood
12 Trap
13 Small terner
14 Most concise
21 Sulked
23 Group ol two
27 Like summer dresses
29 Of no real
consequence
34 Playground chute
36 French kings
37 Vessels for oolong
38 Pyrenees republic
39 Lunar prismatic arc
41 Mexican naps

42
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
56
57
58
60

Cooks with dry heat
Slaughter in Cooperstown
7 on a sundial
Ride the bench
Fuss
Surrenders formally
Alabama city
Regain health after illness
Actress Dee
Suave
Frightful
Writes in a dull, tedious
manner
61 Temperer
62 Woodcutters
63 Like some grapes

43 Possible to explain
44 Performs gymnastic
feats
45 Those that remain
50 Chair maker
51 Part of an act
54 Flower holder
55 European sea eagle
59 Cincinnati player

/V IM S W E R S

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

EFFICIENCIES AVAILABLE
451 THURSTIN ■ Furnished. $300
mo. plus elec. Avail, immed. to 8/9/3
313 N MAIN - Furnished. $320 mo.
includ. ulil. Avail, immed. to 8/9/03.

"
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15
16
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19
20
22
24
25
26
28
29
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' Build your resume
• Work flexible hours
1
From April to August
• Gain valuable contacts
• Must have own car

-

1 11 1 1
I
1
1
1
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We are looking for sales
representatives to sell
for BGSU Directories.
Gain Experience before y
you Graduate!
' .

i
1
1

WORLD LL VDI R IN TEST I'RIV
1 Klin KAP-

WWW.KAPLAN.COM

347 N MAIN - Furnished. $300 mo.
includ. util. Avail, immed. to 8/9/03.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE OFFICE
(419)354-2260
FOR RENT
3-4 Bedroom House.
419-308-6426
Furnished room w/treedom of house
to a responsible person. $200
deposit, $300/mo. No other bills
354-6117
Home lor 2-4 temale subleasers
close to campus. $350/mo. per
person includes utilities, telephone
extra. Call 373-0907

For Rent

HOMES FROM $10,000
Foreclosures & repros. For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
House 2 blocks from campus.
3 bdrm. wsh/dry, dshw. microwave.
2 car garage. $1250.mo tuttl, 12
mo/lease avail. May. 419-787-7577.

Happy Thursday!!

For Rent

For Rent

House for rent on 939 N. Prospect.
3 bdrm, unlum. NO pets. Avail starting in May. 12 mo. lease. $700/mo.
Call 419-354-8146 between 1-8 pm.

Sublsr. needed Mar-Aug 03. 2 bdrm.
1 1/2 bath, wash/dryer in unit. $355
mo & util. Call Jen 419-308-8479.

Houses 1, 2 8 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks ol campus for 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Immediate opening!!
1 bdrm. apt. 619 S College »4
Call 352-2346 or 419-308-7920.
Large 2 bdrm. basement apt. Util. included. KSOO'mo. No smokers. No
pels!! 353-4528.
Lg. 2 bdm apt avail for sbls May-Aug
2003. W/D in unii. 1 1/2 baths. $600
♦ util. Close to campus. 353-2269.

We Offer
•
•
•
«
«

FREE washer/ dryer
FREE high speed Internet
FREE 32' TV in furnished apts.
Private bedrooms
Computer lab/Fitness Center/
Game Room
• Swimming Pool/Hot Tub
• SEVERAL Leasing options!

move-ins receive up to 2 months FREE!
(see office for detc

)HU

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Worship Times

New House, close to campus!
835 Fifth St May lease A/C, 2 bath
Call 419-352-9392.

9:/5-Trailitional

Subleaser needed Aug. 03-Aug.04.
$320/mo. 1 bdrm., gas heat inc.
pay only electric. Call 354-3475

II. M)-<_ 'ontemporary
Service

Service
W:30-SundaySchool

Subleaser needed lor June-Aug. at
Sterling, reduced rent. Call Colleen
at 440-667-1751.

200 North Summit Sinn
Bowing (iiwti. Ohio 4.t402-2527
Phone-II1' -333 'MM|
Ffu419-.t5.V5W I
F.-mail tnntt)<a wcnct.org

Subleasers needed Irom May-Aug.
Newer, 4 bdrm. house at 421 S.
College. Please call 353-2753.

Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

<Junday/

Management Inc.

wmm

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check (he website
w « v.. mec ca bg.com
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview.
I & 2 Bdrm Apis. DishwasherGarbage Disposal, IW BathsWasher/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 2 LIE. Poe
Efficiencies/I Bdrms, Laundry
on sile. BGSU Bus Stop.

A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

Ilriii/siti' Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrm. A/C-DishwasherGarbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.

A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com

Will do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
at 830 4lh St. (Willow Housel
I Bdrm, A/C. Dishwasher.
Garbage Disposal

353-5100

Stop by our office al
1045 N. Main St.

■■I
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The steering committee speaks...
March 20,2003
Dance Marathon
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"Once you attend *
"For the Kids'
the event, you will
means 'Never give
always want to
up!' These kids are
worth it!"
stay involved."
-Sarah Hague
- Elizabeth Mulhall
Alumni Relations
Morale Chair
"Dance Marathon is
such a rewarding
experience. This
organization is filled
with so many caring
and motivated people. Plus, it's for
such a great cause, I
couldn't imagine
putting my time and
energy into anything
else that would make
me feel as happy in
the end."
- Christin Hogan
Dancer Relations
"My bond with the
many people I work
with to make Dance
Marathon a success
keeps me motivated.
Their encouragement
means so much."
-Allison Post,
Public Relations
Director

"Working with Dance
Marathon and
Children's Miracle
Network reminds you
on a daily basis that
there are more important things in life. My
daily struggles are
nothing compared to
the children who are
receiving treatments
every day."
-Jerri Miller
Catering
"Dance Marathon
made me realize
that life is
extremely
precious."
-David Humphrey
Director
"I think Dance
Marathon is a great
opportunity for

BGSU students and
the greater community of Northwest
Ohio to join together
to support a great
cause."
-Pete Lafferty
Staff Advisor
"DM has taught me
to be a better person.
It has taught me to
truly care for others
and to put others
before myself."
-Tara Tierney
Assistant Director of
Planning
"Dance Marathon
has made me look at
my life for everything
that it is. I am so
much more appreciative of what I have."
-Jennifer Gilmore
Family Relations

^'crVrrO^
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
DAFFODIL DAYS
American Cancer Society
March 16-21,2003
Contact Vickie Reguerio or
Amy Bandfield at
419-891-9200
DANCE MARATHON
Student Recreation Center
March 22-23,2003
Contact David Humphrey at
•119-372-0530
humpd@bgnet.bgsu.edu
GARLIC MUSTARD CONTROL
FULLER PRESERVE
Wood County Park District
Saturday, March 29,2003
Contact Chris Smallev at
1-800-321-1897'
419-353-1897
••mallev_wcpd@hoimail.com
FAMILY HOUSE
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
April 3 and [7,2003
Contact Ebony Carter
419-353-2177
CELEBRATION OF LIFE
GALA
American Cancer Society
Saturday, April 5,2003
Contact Vickie Reguerio or
Dawn Miller-Kinnan at
419-891-9200
VOLI MKKH WORKDAYS
Metropolitan Park District of the
Toledo Area
Saturday. April 5,2003
Contact Cathy Marinelli or
Lura Frankenberg at
419-535-3057 ext. 143
cathy.marinelli®
mclroparkstoledo.com

Page 3

STREAM BANK
STABILIZATION
Metro Parks Toledo Area
Saturday, April 12,2003
Contact Tim Gallaher or
John Jaeger at 419-535-3050
ext. 142
BLACK SWAMP BADGE DAY
Alpha Phi Omega
Saturday, April 12.2003
Contact Amanda Samson at
419-353-2064
asamson@bgnet.bgsu.edu

DM to air live on BG 24
For everyone who
wants to catch live Dance
Marathon action without visiting the Student Recreation
Center, BG 24 has just what
you need.
The television station
will be broadcasting from the
heart of Dance Marathon - on
the actual dance floor.
On Saturday, March
22. BC 24 News will be aired

live from 9:30 a.m. to noon
and from 8:00 p.m. to midnight.
In addition, the program will broadcast live on
Sunday. March 23 from 9:30
a.m. to noon and from 3:00
p.m. until 6:00 pm.
The station will also
be collecting "Marathon
Mail" lor friends of dancers to
-•■lid messages of encourage-

ment The website is located
at http://www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organizations/bg24ne
ws.
BC 24 News can be
viewed off-campus on channel 6 for Time-Warner Cable
customers.

THE GAVEL
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HELP IN THE HOSPICE
CARDENS
Hospice of Northwest Ohio
Saturday, April 12.2003
(Will cancel if raining)
Contact Tom Colvin at
419^67-8496
VOLUNTEER WORKDAYS
Metropolitan Park District of the
Toledo Area
Saturday, April 26,2003
Contact Cathy Marinelli or
Ixira Frankenberg at
419-535-3057 ext. 143
cathy.mariiiclli@
metroparkstoledo.com
WALK-A-THON
Mom's House of Toledo. Inc.
Contact Lynne at 419-241-5554
momshouse@
niomshousetoledo.org
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
DEVELOPMENT AND
PRACTICE ASSISTANTS
Wood County Special Olympics
Contact Eric Bostelman at
419-352-5115
ebostelnian@woodmrdd.org

E-mail volunteer opportunities to
gaveleditor2003@yahoo.com

Delta Gamma
We Love Our Miracle Child, Kirstin Timpko
Parents: Audra and Teodor
Pancers

External Assistant Director
Jennell Blgrigg

Megan Butts
Lauren Cappuzzello
Kyle Clemens
Erica demons
Emily Dignan
Lana King
Katie Lawrence
Kristen Wisler

Finance Committee Member
Jen Burley

Family Relations Chair
Jen Gilmore

^^^^

PR Committee Member
Laurie Cenna

Moralers

Entertainment Committee

Stacey Benschc
Amanda Grlmshaw b.
Holly Harris
Amber Marquardt
Katie Strange

Katie Simonovich

DGRs
Hilary Erlenback
Michelle Margraff

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Good Luck in the talent shout, Dee Gees!
Special thanks to Holly Hlittelmeier and Sara
Schuiinnen for coordinating the talent shout!!

*Ule only pass through this world but once, so all that ute
do Is meant to be done with all our heart and soul*

JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV TV JV JV JV JV TV .IV JV JV .IV TV ,1V JV
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What is the Children's Miracle Network?
and Canada. This feat is in
teers. Such events include
addition to the S25 billion
the Celebration broadcast, an
raised each year to provide
annual fundraiser where corporate sponsors sell
paper Miracle
Balloons,
Radiothons and
Dance Marathons.
The proceeds are
used to pay for lifesaving equipment,
research and other
hospital needs for
children.
hospitals helping
Since the
organization's foundcharitable care for the noning, the Children's Miracle
profit hospitals.
Network has raised 822 bilThe Bowling Green
lion for hospitalized children.
Slate University community
Most of the money collected
was donated a dollar or two at participates by hosting the
annual BCSU Dance
a time by individuals
Marathon. Funds generated
throughout the United Slates

by Monica Stephens
The Children's
Miracle Network is an
alliance of hospitals working
together to provide top-notch
medical care, research and
community outreach efforts.
The organization raises funds
for 170 children's hospitals
across.North America.
Each year the
Children's Miracle Network
treats 17 million children of
all ages and backgrounds. It
aids in overcoming many diseases and injuries, from asthma to muscular dystrophy.
The Children's
Miracle Network raises
money through thousands of
special events coordinated by
children's hospitals, media
partners and corporate volun-

KA

through the BCSU Dance
marathon aid children who
suffer from birth defects,
burns, abuse, cystic
fibrosis, accidents,
muscular dystrophy,
AIDS and cancer at
Mercy Children's
Hospital.
The BCSU
Dance Marathon is
the largest studentrun philanthropy in
the slate of Ohio.
kids
BCSU also hosts the
third-largest moneyraising marathon in the
nation.
Dance Marathon was
inspired by student efforts at
Indiana University and Penn
State. Currently, tens of thousands of students from dozens

Children's
Miracle m Network'

KA

KA

KA

of universities across the
nation are participating.
The Children's
Miracle Network is headquartered in Salt take City, Utah.
The organization was founded
in 1983 with its first televised
fundraiser. Now the
Children's Miracle Network is
one of the world's leading
non-profit organizations working to improve the lives of
millions of children each
year.
For more information
about the Children's Miracle
Network and Dance Marathon
events across the nation, go to
www.cmn.org.

THE GAVEL
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Heidi Everett
Lori Merkel
Stephanie Fife
Beth McCalla
Stephanie Shook
Susan Riddlebaugh
Kristen Miller

KA MICE -RIVX-R
Jamie Glasgow

A\\e"9«

KA MOttOXfEttS
Melanie Menz
Kat Newburn
Jen Sotak
Holly Houtz
Shawna Neal

QQ-R
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Christine Hentz
Jenn Braun

^-oot? U/£< AT PANdS
Tiffany Marston

Jessica Raburn

Danielle Gilchrist

Courtney Switalski

Beth Margolies

Shawna Hebebrand

Megan Vacha

Mcra Neslinc

Jaime Mclntyre

Brittany Bayer
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GREEK PROFILE

Egan finally gets the chance... to dance
B) Patricia Rengijo
Morgan Egan is
preparing lor her final Dance
Marathon and has high expectations for this year.
Egan, a senior, has
supported the event throughout her college career. When
she was a freshman she
attended Dance Marathon and
supported members of her
sorority, Alpha Chi Omega.
"When I went to visit,
I could not believe what a
great cause it was," Egan
said. "It was amazing to see
so many people working
towards one cause."
From her first experience with Dance Marathon,
Egan knew that she wanted to
be more involved the next
year. She became a moraler.
"I knew that I wanted

to be a dancer, but in
my sorority, seniors are
usually dancers so I
had to find some other
way to be involved
during my junior
year."
Egan then participated in a different
way. She became
involved with the
Sigma Chi Bike Ride,
a 185-mile bike trip
from Cincinnati to
Bowling Green.
"It was the
hardest thing 1 ever
had to do in my life," FINALLY: After being a moraler and
she said. "It was chal- participating in the Sigma Chi Bike
lenging. It was defiRide, Morgan Egan is ready to be a
nitely a lot harder than dancer in this year's marathon.
being a moraler."
her sorority.
the
This year Egan will be
"I am extremely nerdancing with other seniors in
vous abut standing for such a

AXQ AXQ AXQ AXQ AXQ AXQ
Hie Sbler* ol ifi)*fta Cfo ©iaajja would Uie to
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Hie best of bdi HUs weekend!
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B.G.'s Largest selection of
Greek Merchandise

SwraSi&iOT*flflraia5Ma!sno£i&i

iSftxtwftinmxBKVtnmti- '•jiWwrm

T-Shirts
Tanks
Sweatshirts
Windbreakers
Hats
Jackets
Sorority Bags
Coffee Mugs
Plastic Mugs
Tumblers

Collegiate Connection

jrotr f cc t It to iH

Z5XV UXV UXV oXV l)X\ (5XV

Sqeeze Bottles
Stickers
Frames
Scrubs
Stationary
Shot Glasses
Glass Mugs
Window Stickers
Girt Wrap
Key Chains

• Best Selection • Best Service <
Best Quality
Your Sewn on Letters and
Embroidery Specialists

Yoi CM do ll p«t
foe* Mtntkoa 2003

pated in the mini-marathon,
the dancer-moraler social. UK
nights al Burger King,
I'isanello's nights. Wendy's
nights, and has purchased
some Dance Marathon merchandise. She has also gone
canning, a door-lo-door
fundraising campaign.
Egan believes that
Alpha Chi Omega is as
deserving for recognition as
she is.
"My organization
could not be more supportive
during this event. It's not just
the people who are directly
involved with Dance
Marathon, our whole chapter
takes part," she said.
"I expect that this
event will be one of the most
memorable events of my college career." THE GAVEL

• LAMBDA • KAPPA • THETA • ETA • ZETA • EPISILON • PHI •
O

wish Hiek Dtncers »nd Mortlen

e,r,
llHWWl ^VN<>"
9« y fiftao&Itetra
0% i
'oTera Wolfman
Vaneasa Kelly
Lauren Grdijan
Sara Dotson
Morgan Egan
Allisa Dirknop
Angie Dudek
Lian Jones
Andrea Freeman
Amy Colvin
Tricia High
Liz Tognetti
Michelle Flege
Karen Wood
Angie Cianciolo
Shannon Mickens

long period of time, bill
it is nothing compared to
what the kids go though
every day," she said.
"Because I rode my
bike last year, I was only
able to attend the event
for about 2 hours. I fell
that I missed out on a lot
of Dance Marathon, and
I am excited that I will
be able to attend for the
entire 32 hours," she
said.
Egan has been preparing for the marathon in
several ways. She began
going to the Student
Recreation Center two or
three times a week and
has bought comfortable
shoes and clothing for
event.
She also has partici-

X

o

531 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-8333

Playing Cards
Magnets
Candy Jars
Shorts
Jewelry
Flip Flops
Pins
Pencils/Pens
Bumper Stickers
I.D. Covers

Toe Rings
Calendars
BGSU Clothing
Dry Cleaning Service
Tuxedo Rental
Greeting Cards
Balloon Bouquets
Balloons
Check book Covers

it'/V,
^BookYour 1
\ Paddle Party > A i
•% Now For X^VUfi/,^
*/. ,20% Oft ^ Paddle 7<

w

7HOV*

Special /

^10-20% Off >

• GAMMA • DELTA • EPSILON • ZETA • TETA • IOTA • MU •
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Dance Marathon
Fund Raising
Timeline

The $t>vd$ttt> ^tluthvti «/J.$$©ci&bi©fi
would like to wish good luck
to all of our

Baric * Marat>h©rt Participants.
Banters

Mcrafcr*

Kristie Zerler
Lindsay McKibben

Janelle Trott

Meghan Peters
Greg Edwards
Amanda Brock
Ashley Thompson

Moral* Caftaifis
Gary Novotny
Brandy Bourquin

Emily Reeves
Matt Humberger
Kelly Halm
Natalie Sharrock
Dan Kozlowski
Laura Fuhr
Amy Kubacki
Molly Howerth

1993- Joanne Arnholt, former
director of Greek Life, begins planning and research for an event that
unites the entire campus.

r
y
*

1996 - BGSU sets the national
record for the highest amount
raised by a first-year Dance
Marathon school. Total $45,476.17

y

Christopher Wilson

IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IA IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK

1997- Despite restrictions on canning at certain places, BGSU sets
another national record by raising
$102,958.17 in its second year.
1998 BGSU Dance Marathon
becomes the third-largest in the
nation. Total - $153,792.45
1999- The steering committee
began tracking community service
hours. Counted 13, 469. Total
money raised - $217,366.04
2000 - 2002 - BGSU Dance
Marathon continues to break
records each year. Raised
$233,583.60 in 2000, $274,794.58 in
2001 and $315,583.10 in 2002.

fwnWtmk] i
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DANCE MARATHON 2003

lets talk
OT

Try a footlong or 6-inch better
tasting turkey breast sub, with
your choice of veggies and
toopings on fresh baked bread.

'urVey B-east cortans 254ca>or.es lUSt 2W calcnes (CN) -tftrt .1b grams til hit (US/CN).
See stun? tar nutritional derails. Subway regular 6' subs mciude bread, veggies, and mem.
it condiments or cheese alters n jvitional content

cat fresh
Valid At:
854 S. Main St. • 524 E. Wooster
1234 N. Main St (Woodland Towne Centre)

Join The
Newlove
Family!

CHECK
IT OUT
TODAY!

» Undergraduate Housing!
• Graduate Er Professional Housing*.
•A/o Parental Guarentee Needed'.
'Professional Management Team!
'Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
NEWLOVE RENTALS
332 S. MAIN ST. (our only office)

352-5620
www.newlovereatty/nrentals.com
email:newlol ©dacor.net

I [www.subway.com

tara£&S£3&

Ui
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Dance Marathon
has given me a
better appreciation for the little
things that matter
in life."
-Tracy LaHote
2003 Dance Marathon
Marketing Chair
«^«a«lf ■ I li I I Hill 11 II I lilllW I hi I lull I I II I h ■!!■ I III I liil I.1 II. hill I III I 'ill lul 11 .i I I.
AZ A/ A/ \Z

Join
The Gavel
Staff!!
Meetings arm held
at 5:OOpm
every Sunday
In 202 Weir Hall
email:
gaveleditor2003tf
Yahoo.com

lions"

203 N. Main

352-5166
Proud
Sponsor of
Dance
Marathon
$

#

#

A/. AZ A/ A/ A/ A/ \X A/

Good Luck to all of our Delia Zeta
Moralers and Dancers!
Dancers
Jil Groll
Lisa Yafonaro
Nadia Davis
Kate Eldridge
Nicole Holoka
Melissa Patterson
Megan Jacob
Sarah Forney

Moralers
Kelly Cochran
Andrea Ramirez
Jessica Ramirez
Kati West
Kristen Fox
Stacey Boswell
Rita Hawthorne
Amy Vanderdonck

Best of Luck!
Love,
Your DGR's and the rest of your sisters!
•Ally Ankney •Heather Root
AZ A/. A/

DELTA
ZETA

A/ \/. AX \/- AZ \/ \Z V \/. A/. AZ AZ

Mar. 20,2003
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Gamma Sigma Alpha, BGSU partner for study
HOWLING GREEN, 0.Gamma Sigma Alpha, the

membership on academic

"We are very excited

Dr. Carolyn Palmer,

achievement in college stu-

about this partnership," said

interim ehair of the doctoral

national Greek academic

dents.

Beth Saul, executive director

program in higher education

Some possible areas

for Gamma Sigma Alpha.

administration at BGSU and

nl study will l>e the relation-

honor sociely for fralernily

The three-year part-

grades and Greek membership.

and sorority members in

nership will involve a nation-

"This is the first time an

an associate professor of

ship between academic suc-

North America, anil Howling

wide study thai is expected to

honor society will work in

higher education and college

cess and deferring recruit-

Green Stale University's doc-

yield information about what

collaboration with a higher

student personnel, echoed

ment of fraternity/sorority

toral program in higher edu-

does and doesn't work in the

education department to pro-

Saul's excitement.

members; the connection

cation administration art; col-

current Creek community to

duce credible studies on what

laborating to study the impact

promote students' academic-

is our first and foremost prior-

opportunity for our doctoral

of fraternity and sorority

success.

ity, that of being a student."

students to become involved

impact of chapter discipline

in a research project that will
have far-reaching effects,"

on achievement.
"As institutions seek

Palmer said.

to work more closely with

GOOD LUCK TO ALL
THE DANCERS!
UPS PROUDLY SUPPORTS DANCE MARATHON.

"This will he an ideal

Saul added that BGSU

College Education Assistance

EARNI
Program

ON CAMPUS
PART-TIME PACKAGE \
HANDLERS
\
S8.50-$9.50/Hour with 50© \
increase after 90 Days &
another 50c after 1 year
Excellent Benefits
Weekends Off & Holiday Off
Paid Vacations
On-Site Classes

March 19th
Summer Job Fair
10-4 Union
March 21st
9-2 Union

419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537

www.upsjobs.com
'Earn & Learn program guidelines apply.
Shift Times are approximate
Equal Opportunity Employer

det1sje@ups.com

in Greek housing, and the

their fraternity and sorority

is an appropriate place for the

populations, these studies will

study to he housed because

shed a great deal of light on

its master's and doctoral programs in college student per-

policy and practice," according to Dr. Ron Binder, project

sonnel and higher education

director for Gamma Sigma

administration are ranked

Alpha.

among the best in the country.

- Get as much as $23,000* in

between academics and living

The partnership calls
for BGSU and Gamma Sium.i

The honor sociely,
founded in I989, currently
lias more than K).(KX) initial-

Alpha to jointly supervise a

ed members on ISO college

BGSU doctoral graduate stu-

campuses. Membership

dent for three years. The

requires a 3.50 cumulative

study will be a compilation of

grade point average and

existing and new studies on

junior or senior status.

THE GAVEL

the relationship l>etween

Sending out support to eueryone
Contributing to Dance
Marathon from the Brothers of
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER and Sisters of
1 KAPPA DELTA! ~W

2003 KAfs
Westley Rogers
Tint Kress
Paul Hutitala
Josh Van Drei
Rob WUcs
Dan O'Comtell

Greg Danneniiller
D.E. Walther
Josh Kaiser
Jake Vamtenian
Drew ( in t;iin
Chad Mckiiuiey
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.et's do it for the
liracles
by Ariel Castro
Dance Marathon is
here again and it is almost
|ime for the Student
Recreation Center to be
packed with dancers and
noralers for 32 hours straight.
Each year, BGSU has
bontinued to overcome all of
Its hurdles and smash its own
fund raising records from the
Lear before. The annual 32(lour event teaches, strengthens and inspires hundreds of
Dple to look at life in a different way.
Community service is
always a positive and rewarding experience. This year,
|et's not only see how much
ve can raise to benefit hospitals that are helping "the
kids," but let's also take a
I look at who we are servBehind each event
Ihat benefits the marathon,
[here are the faces of children

Page 11

In the next edition of The GaveL

who are living life with more
determination than many of
us could ever fathom. Their
strength must always be our
true inspiration, because we
know that what they endure
every single day are true
obstacles.
The Cavel staff wishes
to congratulate all of this
year's dancers, moralers and
steering committee members
who have worked diligently to
see their goal get accomplished. Because of your
dedication, the families that
you serve are truly "miracles."

-The Return of "We've Got The Last Word" Opinion Page,
where controversial Greek-related issues will be debated and
discussed. Greeks and independents alike are invited to share
their concerns. Email submissions to
gaveleditor2003@yahoo. com
-Stereotypes: A look at television and movies that create a
negative image about Greeks and Greek Life.
- Contest: Which BGSU Greek chapter has the best web site?
- A look at Greek Week
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MOHALEHS

DANCERS
Courtney Browning
Kristen Davis
Meghann Gualt
Jessica Kerlin
Lyndsey Koon
Ginenne Lanese
Lisa Razo
Emily Ries

Jess Altus
Lindsay Bell
Megan Bollman
Kylie Jennings
Jen Leighty
Lindsey Schuster
Jennie Swinarski
Stephanie Thayer

STEERING COMtfTTTEE

ft«pp« DGK's

Elizabeth Mulhall-Almuni Relations
Tara Tierney- Assistant Director of Planning
Tracey LaHote- Marketing
Lauren Taylor- Security

Lindsey Gable
Brittney Shreffler

*
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WE * YOU ALLU
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Tired of winter?

BREA
SPRING

out of campus

is in our store

SHOP OFF-CAMPUS and SAVE AT SBX

BGS£f
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#
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Student Book Exchange
At the corner of Wooster and Manville

530 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green
Ph:419-353-7732
Check us out online too:

www.sbxgofalcons.com
Tffffii iBiir'fffiffB

